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Executive Summary
This thesis sets out to assess the behaviour of mechanically fastened timber-to-timber
connections. The design aspects of timber connections are described in detail, with particular
emphasis on nailed connections. The effects of inherent variations in timber properties on
joint behaviour are also described.
The two types of connections considered were:
■

Corbel (cantilever);

■

Splice.

For each connection type, different nail configurations, nail diameters and shaft lengths were
used. Testing undertaken was conducted to investigate the influence of a number of nail
configurations on a connection’s initial stiffness. The test results, presented using momentrotation curves are also used to validate the finite element model generated. The tests show
the effect that different nail configurations have on the initial stiffness of the joint.
Eurocode 5 design calculations have been explained and an Excel spreadsheet developed to
determine the elastic moment capacity of the connection considered. The force distribution of
the nail groups was determined on the basis of an elastic analysis. The moment capacity of a
specified connection can be determined as a result. Using this approach, the elastic moment
capacity for each of the connection types considered was determined. A comparision between
experimental test and Eurocode results is also presented.
LUSAS VI 4.7 software package was used to model the corbel-type connection. Preliminary
modelling of a nail-to-timber and timber-to-timber interaction was carried out, considering
the use of the slideline function and joint elements. The ability of the model to simulate the
actual behaviour was investigated by comparing the models with experimental results.
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Introduction

Structural Performance of Timber Connections

1.0

1.1

Introduction

Background

The strength and stability of any structure depends on the fastening holding components
together. In terms of structural efficiency, timber has a very high strength-to-weight ratio in
comparison with steel and concrete. The increasing demand to use timber in similar structural
situations to steel and concrete has resulted in much higher timber connection loads. This has
resulted in the development of new connector systems and also increasing research into
existing fasteners, and in particular bolted connections
Wood is nature’s most abundant
renewable building material, undergoing a revival around the world as demand for more
sustainable materials increases. Stadhaus, 24 Murray Grove, London, a nine-storey high rise
timber framed residential building, the tallest in the world is evidence of this.
For timber structures, the serviceability and load capacity of the structure depend mainly on
the timber joints, which are potentially the weakest component of a structure and require
careful design consideration. Selection of fastener type is not only controlled by the applied
loads, but by the physical and mechanical properties of the timber, and may influence
member size. Fire resistance, aesthetics, designer preference, cost efficiency and the
fabrication process are among some of the influencing factors to be considered.
The two main types of Joints that can be found in timber structures are mechanically fastened
and glued joints. Manufacture of glued joints is a highly skilled process, therefore limiting
their use on site. Mechanical fasteners, which transmit lateral and withdrawal loads between
timber members to be joined are more commonly used. There are two types of mechanical
fasteners: dowel type fasteners and bearing connectors . Mechanical fasteners include
staples, nails, screws, bolts, dowels, split ring, shear plates and punched metal plates.

Fig. 1.1 Split ring connector

connections is shown in Fig.
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Bearing connectors include split rings, shear plates and
toothed plates and are typically used in heavy timber
structures. Bearing connectors may be used in timber-totimber and steel-to-timber connections. They comprise discs
or rings that are partly embedded into adjacent sections and
transmit high lateral loads in comparison with metal dowel
type connectors due to the increased bearing area. Bolts are
used in conjunction with split rings, shear plates and toothed
plates. Split rings and shear plate connections are formed
using circular cutters to pre-drill grooves into the timber,
with diameters ranging from 60 mm to 260 mm
Initially
the bolt holes and grooves are pre-cut in the timber
members, followed by the placement of the connectors. A
split ring connector used in forming timber-to-timber
1; the function of the bolt is to ensure that the ring remains
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embedded in both members. Shear plates are utilised where steel-to-timber connections are
required and are also used in timber-to-timber connections. The shear plate and split ring
connector are similar with the exception that the load is transferred through the shear
resistance of the bolt in the shear plate connector (see Fig. 1.2) .
Embedment stresses on
loaded face
Memb^ A
Member B

1 ...... ............. 1

Design force on
connector
T - ’ ■ Shear block on loaded
face of connect or

Design force on
connector
Shear failure plane of
timber bounded by
the connector

Shear block failure
plane

Fig. 1.2 Resistance of shear plate connector

The dowel type fasteners identified (i.e. staples, nails, screws, bolts and dowels) transfer load
via bending action of the dowel combined with bearing and shear stresses in the timber along
the shank
According to EN 1995-1-1:2005 (EC5)
the characteristic load carrying
capacity per shear plane per fastener,/v,/;a, is applicable to all metal fasteners. For timber-totimber and panel-to-timber connections, expressions (8.6) and (8.7) apply. Although the
expressions relate to a variety of fastener types, the design and inherent characteristics of
nailed timber connections are considered here.
Timber is a non-homogeneous and orthotropic material, and thus strength is affected by the
direction of load relative to the direction of the grain
Structural properties of timber vary
within species as well as between species, and because wood is biological in nature it is very
susceptible to variations in environmental conditions. The many species of wood in timber
engineering can be divided into categories i.e. softwoods and hardwood, which are not an
indication of the material strength. Softwoods are more commonly used in the construction
industry in conjunction with nailed connections. Softwoods are relatively cheap, have a faster
growth rate in comparison with hardwoods, and are readily available as a result.
Commonly used softwoods in both the United Kingdom and Ireland include:
4- British spruce
Sitka spruce
Norway spruce
4- British pine
Scots pine
Corsican pine
4- Douglas fir & larch.
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In practice, design of simple timber-to-timber connections for lightly loaded structures is left
to the discretion of the carpenter. Due to the inherent weakness of connections, joints in
timber construction are a governing factor in relation to cross-section sizes.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this research include:
■
■
■

To determine connection performance parameters including initial stiffness,
equivalent elastic plastic yield and displacement capacity;
To assess the application of Eurocode 5 and undertake an elastic analysis to determine
the elastic moment capacity of a nail group;
To correlate the experimental data with the results of a finite element model, which
will then be used to assess the behaviour of the joint.

1.3 Significance
d he main emphasis in this thesis is to determine the initial stiffness,
and elastic and ultimate moment capacities of multiple nailed timberto-timber connections by undertaking experimental tests.

1

^

BS EN 1995-1-1 (Eurocode 5) was used to determine the elastic
moment capacities of the connections considered and the results were
compared with experimental test results.
The ability of the FE model to simulate the actual behaviour of a
corbel-type connection (see Fig. 1.3) was also investigated by
comparing the models with experimental test results.

Fig. 1.3 Corbel connection
modelled and tested

1.4 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of similar research conducted, which is considered
relevant to nailed timber-to-timber connections. Expressions used in Eurocode 5 are
presented and evaluated. The finite element formulation is briefly introduced, with emphasis
on the complexity of timber material definition and associated failure criterion specification.
The experimental procedures used in this research concerning full connection tests and all
secondary testing are described in Chapter 3. The use of Eurocode 5 and an elastic analysis
of nail forces to determine a connection’s moment capacity are described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5 highlights the material input parameters and contact description used for
modelling, followed by Chapter 6, which describes and presents the results of the FEM
analyses completed.
Chapter 8 presents a summary of this research and conclusions drawn from its results.
Finally, Appendices A - F present operation manuals for the test equipment used, load cell
calibration procedure and raw data from testing carried out.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
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2.0

Literature Review

2.1 Dowel Connection on Timber Joints
It is evident from experimental research on the deformations between timber-to-timber
members (see Fig. 2.1) that:
4- The fastener bends due to the displacement of the timber members, i.e. plastic
deformation;
4- Timber close to the shear plane (i.e. interface between members) is crushed locally;
4- The fastener is pulled out of the timber.

Fig. 2.1 Component forces developing due to inclination over part of the fastener

(7)

It is possible to identify the governing parameters affecting the load carrying capacity of
timber connections:

4- Fastener yield moment;
4- Embedment capacity;
4- Withdrawal capacity.
These three parameters are incorporated into the equations presented in ECS
to determine
the lateral load carrying capacity of metal dowel-type fasteners (see Section 2.2.1). A number
of variables, which are grouped together as shown in Table 2.1, influences these parameters.
The factors indicated in Table 2.1 have been the subject of various studies over the years,
each having varying degrees of influence
The main factors affecting the structural
behaviour of timber connections are assessed in the following section including fastener
spacings, edge and end distances.
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fable 2.1 Factors influencing timber connections
Material and dimensions
Joint configuration

Load conditions

Density

Number of fasteners

Type of loading

Length

Moisture content

Number ot shear planes

Static

Size

Swelling/Shrinkage

Member thickness

Dynamic

Shape

Relaxation

Pre-drilling

Cyclical

Surface

Friction

End and edge distances

Rate of loading

Mechanical Properties

Mechanical Properties

Fastener spacing

Load duration

Tensile Strength

Compressive strength

Angle between fastener axis

Time between assembly and

Flexural properties

Embedding strength

and grain orientation

loading

Ductility

Modulus of elasticity

Depth of penetration

Buckling

Foundation Modulus

Stilt'ness

Creep modulus

2.1.1
2.1.1.1

Fastener

Timber member

Type

Effect of Timber Properties
Timber Density

A very good correlation exists between timber density and many mechanical properties of
timber, including strength and stiffness. The reliability of a timber density orientated analysis
of mechanical properties is reduced due to the presence of defects. Density of timber can be
in the range 160 kg/m^ to 1040 kg/m^
Most European structural timber falls within the
range 300 kg/m^ to 500 kg/m^
Timber density is determined by the amount of wood and
cellular water present, which vary depending on the environmental conditions as wood is
biological in nature. Specific gravity is used as a means of comparing densities of different
species. Typically, specific gravity is the ratio of timber density to the density of a reference
material, usually water. To reduce the level of uncertainty it is common practice to use
specific gravity based on oven-dry mass and volume at green, which is a term used to
describe lumber/ wood products that have recently been cut, and as a result have not had the
chance to season (dry) via evaporation.
Growth rings are utilised to determine the age of a tree; differences may exist within a growth
ring reflecting seasonal change. The inner portion of growth rings is formed early during the
growing season and is defined as earlywood, while the outer portion is formed later in the
season and is defined as latewood. Earlywood comprises very large hollow cells due to the
fast growth in contrast to latewood, consisting of a thicker outer cell wall and smaller
cavities.
Wood structure (see Fig. 2.2) determines wood density, for example, the ratio of earlywood
to latewood is an indicator of density. A higher proportion of latewood relative to earlywood
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suggests a higher density in comparison with a similar section comprising an increased
proportion of earlywood. Therefore, density increases as the proportion of cells relative to
wall thickness increases

Sccoiidarv wall

Fig. 2.2 Cellular structure of wood

2.1.1.2

Moisture Content

Timber is a hygroscopic material, meaning it attempts to attain equilibrium moisture content
with its surrounding environment
Therefore, the moisture content of timber is constantly
changing; however, the rate of change is slow corresponding to weekly or monthly changes
in the humidity
The moisture content (MC) of timber is the ratio of removable water to the
dry mass of wood given as:
MC =

------ — • 100
Ttldry

Fq. 2.1 Determination of moisture content

where:
m^et

is the initial mass i.e. the mass at a given moisture content;

rridry-

is the mass of the oven-dry specimen.

Green wood is often defined as freshly sawn lumber in which moisture content can vary
between 30% to as high as 200%; however, for a covered structure the moisture content
typically lies between 7% and 14%
Moisture is retained in one of two ways, as free water
(i.e. within the cell cavity) and as bound water (i.e. within the cell walls). Where the cell
walls are fully saturated with no water within the cell cavities (cell lumina) the timber is at
fibre saturation point, above which the physical and mechanical properties of wood do not
change as a function of moisture content. The fibre saturation point of wood averages out at
30% moisture content; literature specifies a range of 25% to 28% with Coste
stating a
MEng in Structural Engineering
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maximum of 35%. Fibre saturation point is largely dependent on the timber species and the
cellular structure.
Above fibre saturation point there is no dimensional change with variation in moisture
content
A non-linear moisture distribution occurs due to the slow rate of change in
moisture content below fibre saturation point, resulting in internal stresses due to constrained
swelling and shrinkage of the wood
Due to the inherent strength of timber parallel to the
grain, stresses developing in the longitudinal direction are negligible. In cross-grain
directions, moisture induced stresses are larger. Combined with the reduced strength
perpendicular to the grain (i.e. radial and tangential directions), surface cracking of the timber
element, which has a major influence on the load carrying capacity of timber perpendicular to
the grain, may occur
2.1.1.3 Grain Orientation
Wood is an orthotropic material with varying strength depending on the direction of applied
stress relative to the grain direction. Due to the cellular structure of wood (see Fig. 2.3), three
independent directions exist: longitudinal, radial and tangential (see Fig. 2.4).
-\Viiti:r ir cells, or
hottiul wuier
-—A,

in

itv.

Fig. 23 Ollular structure of wood ***

Fig. 2.4 Longitudinal, radial and tangential axes of a wood
member ***

The differences in structural properties in the directions of the two perpendicular axes (radial
and tangential) relative to the longitudinal direction are small, therefore only two axes are
considered i.e. parallel and perpendicular to the grain. Work completed by Hankinson
confirms the relationship between strength properties and grain orientation and is given as:
^0

1 + [(Fo/F,„)

-

l]sin^a

Kq. 2.2 Hankinson's formula

where:
f'h.a.k

Strength of the timber at an angle to the grain;

Fo

Strength of the timber parallel to the grain;
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Fgo

a

Strength of the timber perpendicular to the grain;
Angle of the load relative to the grain.

Loads applied at an angle to the grain direction (see Fig. 2.5) develop component actions
perpendicular to the grain; due to the orthotropic nature of timber material, allowable stresses
perpendicular to the grain are low and the effect must be considered.
Failure load on fastener, Fi.
ct /■

y

Bolt, dowel or
nail {d 8 mm)

A,o;k
Timber or LVL member

Fig. 2.5 Embedment strength,yi „ * of bolt, dowel or nail fastener loaded at angle a to the grain

Hankinson’s formula can be used to derive the wood resistance,
at any angle to the
grain. Hankinson’s formula may also be solved graphically using Scholten nomographs
shown in Fig. 2.6
Fh.a,k

f ig. 2.6 Scholten nomograph for solution of Hankinson’s formula ***
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2.2 Design Aspects of Timber Connections - Eurocode 5
2.2.1

Yield Theory

The yield theory, developed by Johansen
assumes full plasticity of both the fastener and
the wood under the fastener i.e. both materials are assumed to be ideal plastic materials (see
Fig. 2.7). The assumption is invalid for brittle failure due to splitting of the wood. Where an
action has a component perpendicular to the grain, failure due to splitting is more prominent.
Johansen analysed the dowel joint in detail, assuming ideal plastic behaviour and that no
tension occurred in the dowel i.e. frictional resistance at the interface between the nail and
timber to assist lateral load carrying capacity is neglected. At loads below fastener yield, his
model assumes that fastener spacings, end and edge distances do not influence the failure of
the connection
Based on such assumptions, Johansen derived equations predicting the
ultimate strength of single and double shear joints
Each equation derived relates to a
particular mode of failure as shown in Fig. 2.8
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Fig. 2.7 Idealised nail and timber properties
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'.'2

^1L:

^2 ^

Fig. 2.8 Failure modes fur timber and panel connections

While the assumptions have simplified the analysis, further research and experimentation by
Mailer
Slimes et al
Mack
and Autie
have verified the yield theory for nailed
joints
Adjustments have been made to the expressions used to determine the lateral load
carrying capacity for timber-to-timber joints, to incorporate the axial withdrawal resistance of
the nailed connection i.e. the rope effect. The rope effect is the contribution of withdrawal
capacity to lateral resistance, due to the transferred friction between the fastener shaft and
timber
In expressions (8.6) and (8.7) in ECS (presented here as Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4), the
first term on the right hand side is the load-carrying capacity according to the Johansen yield
theory, whilst the second term Fax.Rkl 4 is the contribution from the rope effect
(a)

(b)
1 + -^ +
‘1

F

(c)
V

‘1 ;

4/?(2 + F)i\f

2F0 + F)^—----

-P

,
4/7(1 f 2/?)M,^
2/7^ (1 + /7) + --------- /7

F.axj^

(d)

F
(e)

(f)

Fq. 2.3 Lateral load-carrying capacity for fasteners in single shear
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(g)
(h)

= min ^1,05

2+y^

2p(up)+

4/?(2 + PW.j^

\ :^-p

Fax 3k

Fax,Rk

w

0)
(k)

P
Lq. 2.4 Lateral load-carry ing capacity for fasteners in double shear

where:
Fv.Rk
Fv,/?a

is the characteristic load-carrying capacity per shear plane per fastener;

t,

is the timber or board thickness or penetration depth, with i either 1 or 2 (see Fig. 2.8);

Jh.i.k

is the characteristic embedment strength in timber member i;

d

is the fastener diameter;

^'fy.Rk

is the characteristic fastener yield moment;

P

is the ratio of the embedment strengths of the members;

Pax.Rk

is the characteristic axial withdrawal capacity of the fastener.

I'he contribution due to the rope effect is limited to the following percentages of the Johansen
part of Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4:
Round nails
Square nails
Other nails
Screws
Bolts
Dowels

15%
25%
50%
100%
25%
0%.

In EC5 the Johansen yield load is increased by a friction factor to account for frictional
resistance. The values of the friction factor are 1.05 where the fastener partially yields i.e.
mode (e) and (d) representing a 5% increase and 1.15 where the fastener fully yields i.e.
mode (f) (see Fig. 2.8 and Eq. 2.3)
In written form, the characteristic load carrying capacity of a fastener is:
Pv.Rk = friction factor x Johansen yield load + (withdrawal capacity/ 4)
This formula is defined as the European Yield model.
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2.2.2
2.2.2.1

Effect of Fastener Properties
Material Properties

Nails are the most commonly used fasteners in timber-framed construction, generally
applicable in lightly loaded structural systems. Nails are slender type fasteners, comprising a
point and a head, and a shank of varying length. The cross-sectional shape and area vary as
shown in Fig. 2.9. The nail type most commonly used is the wire nail, often referred to as a
smooth nail having a minimum tensile strength of 600 N/mm^ according to ECS
with
varying diameter. A typical range of stock sizes for ordinary round wire nails is provided in
BS EN 14592:2008 (EN 14592)
Customized nails are only cost effective when bulk
orders are made, so typically only stock sizes are used.

§

a
f f

i

(a) Smooth round

(b) Annular ringed

(c) Helical threaded

Fij». 2.9 Types of nails

Nails can be plain, enamelled, etched, polymer coated, concrete coated or plastic coated to
suit the required finish
In addition to the use of grooved or threaded nails, such coatings
can be utilised to enhance withdrawal resistance
Using grooved and threaded nails (see
Fig. 2.9), the surface area of the shank in contact with the timber is increased thus increasing
frictional resistance and ultimately withdrawal resistance. In addition to increasing
withdrawal resistance, the process of manufacture also enhances the yield strength of the steel
because of work hardening
2.2.2.2 Fastener Yield Moment
The yield moment, My^Rk of fasteners is one of the main terms in the strength equations for
dowel-type fasteners. In Johansen’s
original equations, the yield moment was taken as the
elastic limit of the fastener; following subsequent research this has been modified to
incorporate the elasto-plastic strength
When EC5 was first drafted it followed Johansen’s equations; in relation to nailed
connections, EC5
presents two equations i.e. for smooth and square nails. Reference is
made to BS EN 409:2009 (EN 409)
to determine the characteristic yield moment My^Rk if
no design rules are given i.e. for deformed nails. EN 409 provides a method for testing
fasteners using a four point bending setup.
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For smooth nails produced from wire with a minimum tensile strength of 600 N/mm^, the
values for yield moment should be used:
for round nails
for square nails

lOASfud^'^

Kq. 2.5 Characteristic yield moment for smooth wire nails

where:
My Rk

is the characteristic value of the yield moment, in Nmm;

d

is the nail diameter as defined in EN 14592, in mm;

fu

is the tensile strength of the wire, in N/mm .

2.2.3

Embedment Strength

^

•9

The embedment strength, is defined as the ultimate load Fmax divided by the projected area
of the dowel i.e. //, =
(d x t) (see Fig. 2.10). Embedment is the distance the dowel
depresses into the wood-based product
Siimes et al
and Noren
published the first
studies investigating the embedment strength of dowel type fasteners
The embedment
strength is a system property that depends primarily on the density and thickness of the
timber or panel member, the diameter of the fastener and moisture content as follows
Fmax^

4- Density: the embedding strength increases linearly with density;
4- Fastener diameter: with increased fastener diameter embedding strength decreases;
4- Moisture content: the embedding strength is dependent upon the moisture content
below fibre saturation point.

Fig. 2.10 Embedment strength of wood or wood-based material
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The absence of a standardised approach for the determination of embedment strength meant
that comparison between studies was not feasible prior to the implementation of BS EN
383:2007 (EN 383)
which specifies the correct method of assessing the embedment
strength of timber. The European embedment test setup specified in EN 383 involves a three
member connection (see Fig. 2.11), with a thin central member between two thick plates
ensuring failure in bearing/ embedment prior to bending failure of the fastener.

, ..JJ

Specimen

Fig. 2.11 Kuropean embedment test setup

For nails up to a diameter of 8 mm in timber and EVE (laminated veneer lumber), the
embedment strength can be expressed in terms of timber density (kg/m^) and nail diameter
(mm) (see Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7).
= 0.082p„d-^-^

N/mm^

Eq. 2.6 Embedment strength of nails without predrilled holes ***

fh,k — 0.082(1 — 0.01d)pi^

N/mm‘

Eq. 2.7 Embedment strength of nails w ith predrilled holes

For wood-based panels including plywood, OSB (oriented strand board), hardboard and
particle board, the embedment strength is expressed using similar equations with the
inclusion of the thickness, t of the member (see EC5, 8.3.1.3).

2.2.4

Axially Loaded Nails / Withdrawal Strength

Although axially loaded nails are not recommended, nailed connections can provide
withdrawal resistance, which is not constant due to the varying mechanical properties of
timber. The direction of the nail’s longitudinal axes relative to the grain direction governs the
withdrawal resistance (Foxm) developed. Additional factors that affect withdrawal resistance
include:
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444444-

Density;
Moisture content of the timber;
Surface coatings;
Nail type;
Time the nail remains in the wood;
Depth of penetration.

Density of the timber is a critical factor used to determine withdrawal resistance, evident
from expressions (8.25) and (8.26) in ECS
(see Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9). Although the
equations for nail withdrawal suggest that heavier woods provide maximum resistance,
lighter timber has increased resistance to splitting, therefore allowing an increased number
and/ or size of dowel-type fasteners to be utilised. As a result, the contact surface area
between the dowel and timber fibres increases, therefore increasing the frictional resistance
expected.
Smooth common wire nails provide least resistance to axially applied loads, with maximum
resistance developed using grooved and helically threaded nails (see Fig. 2.9). ECS
states
that withdrawal resistance should only be calculated over the threaded length of the nail
shank. Withdrawal resistance for smooth nails may be increased significantly by using
clinched nails. The strength ratio between unclinched and clinched nails varies considerably
and is dependent on variables such as moisture content, direction of clinch with respect to the
grain, size of the nail and species of the wood
Rammer
suggests that clinched nails in
green or dry wood can provide 45% to 170% more withdrawal resistance than unclinched
nails pulled soon after driving, and clinched nails formed in green wood and allowed to
season provide between 250% and 460% greater withdrawal resistance. The precise process
of clinching nails is shown in Fig. 2.12.

Changes in moisture content may reduce withdrawal resistance to as low as 25% of values for
nails tested soon after driving
If wood fibres deteriorate or the nail corrodes, the results
are somewhat unpredictable and should not be relied upon
Surface modification in the
form of concrete or plastic coatings can be utilised to enhance withdrawal resistance but can
be very inconsistent. Research has shown that cement coated nails in softwoods do not
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provide a permanent increase in resistance, and cement coating is often damaged when driven
into hardwood. Plastic coated nails rely on the bond formed between both the plastic coating
and the nail, and the coating and the wood fibres to generate withdrawal resistance.
Johansen
neglected the additional resistance provided by the tensile action of the fastener.
On reaching the lateral capacity of the nail, in some failure modes (for example mode (c), see
Fig. 2.8) the fasteners are either inclined over the whole length or over part of the fastener
length. Where the fastener is partially inclined, one or more plastic hinges develop along with
tensile forces as shown in Fig. 2.13. Either the tensile force, Ft pulls the fastener out of the
hole or, sufficient resistance to withdrawal is provided by the component force, Rf, parallel to
the interface, increasing the connection capacity.

• oKs

______

Fig. 2.13 C'omponent forces developing due to inclination over part of the fastener

The characteristic withdrawal and pull-through strengths for smooth nails with a penetration
depth of at least \2d are given as:
fax,k

= 20

X

Kq. 2.8 Withdrawal strength of smooth nails
fhead.k

= 70

X

10 ^

Kq. 2.9 Pull-through strength of smooth nails

where:
fca.k

is the characteristic pointside withdrawal strength;

fhead.k

'S the characteristic headside pull-through strength;

d

is the diameter of the nail.

According to EC5
the pointside penetration {tper^ should be at least 8J; for nails with a
pointside penetration less than \2d, Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9 should be multiplied by {tpen / 4J- 2).
For smooth nails with a pointside penetration value exceeding \2d, the multiplication factor
is 1.
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2.2.5

Effect of Load Duration

Research has shown that duration of loading has a significant effect on timber members;
however only a limited number of studies has been focused on timber joints. Van de Kuilen
suggests two different types of load effect on timber joints:
4- Creep as the increase of deformation over time;
4- Reduction in load carrying capacity under constant load over a period of time or,
damage accumulation under varying/ constant load
The creep phenomenon is known to vary in relation to relative humidity where a decrease in
moisture content leads to increasing deformations
Generally, the influence of creep on the
behaviour of timber joints is greater than its influence on the member i.e. more noticeable
deformations occur at the connection. This is a result of the variation in moisture movement
across the member. Due to the elongated cellular structure of timber, moisture movement is
far greater in the longitudinal direction than in the cross-grain directions. Where the end grain
is exposed at joints, moisture transfer is typically greater than moisture ingress/ transfer at the
side grain. The fastener holes characterize additional end grain surfaces. As a result of the
moisture variation, the creep deformations at the joint are more noticeable than global
deformations of the member

2.2.6
2.2.6.1

Brittle Failure - Splitting
Minimum Spacing, End and Edge Distances

When a collapse occurs suddenly without much deformation, it is said to be a brittle failure
and should be avoided. Where large deflections occur with plastic deformation, the structure
is said to behave in a ductile fashion
Only compressive stresses perpendicular to the grain
exhibit a ductile response; in contrast if either the tensile stresses perpendicular to the grain or
the shear stresses exceed the corresponding strength values, brittle failure via cracking/
splitting occurs
At the point of failure the timber still behaves elastically, therefore
displacements in the connection i.e. embedment of the fastener remain small and the hole
remains undamaged. Many studies have been completed to deal with splitting failure of
connections, mainly empirical, but also theoretical based on fracture mechanics
According to Schoenmakers and Jorissen
the first studies to evaluate the splitting of
beams were completed by Moheler and Lautenschlager. Taking account of studies completed
by Van de Put
Gdoutos and Jensen
an expression for the load bearing capacity has
been derived considering fracture mechanics and is given as:
G Qcha
Puit. =

2f

3 ..
5 (1

. , 3 / A \ G ..
2 [ah)

Kq. 2.10 l.oad bearing capacity of timber
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where:
a

is equal to he/ h, the ratio of the effeetive height he to the total beam height /?;

gc

is the eritical energy release rate associated with fracture;

E, G

are the moduli of elasticity and rigidity.

For an infinitesimal initial crack length, X approaches zero, and the second part of the
denominator in Eq. 2.10 can be neglected. Accordingly, the ultimate load (splitting capacity)
is given as:

^uit. =

§(!-«)
14.9 for glulam sections
.6(
for sawn sections

where,

Kq. 2.11 Modified load bearing capacity (splitting capacity) of timber

To avoid brittle failure of connections via premature splitting or shearing of the timber,
minimum fastener spacings, edge and end distances are specified in ECS (see Fig. 2.14 and
Table 2.2); thus Eq. 2.11 is not employed. Recommendations set out in ECS are dependent on
factors including the cleavage and strength of the timber, timber density, fastener diameter
and in some cases the angle of load to the grain
ECS
states that deviations should not
be made unless supported by appropriate testing or by an independent authority.
Pre-drilling may be required to prevent splitting, and should be used for nails greater than 6
mm in diameter, or w here the characteristic density of the timber exceeds SOO kg/m , and for
all hardwoods. Pre-drilling is also required when the thickness of the timber members is
smaller than:
'y

r

7d

t = max (13^_30) Pk

400
Kq. 2.12 Limiting dimension of timber member to avoid predrilling

In addition, the nail point can be a determining factor as sharp points accentuate splitting in
certain species. A blunt or flatter point reduces splitting, however during the nail driving
process destruction of the wood fibres may cause a reduction in withdrawal resistance
Similarly, a nail tapered at the end with a blunt point will cause less splitting.
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2
•
•

a)

•
•

▼

•
•

TO

1
•

•

•

•

•

•

b)

3.t
>■

4

-90“ < r/ < 90“
1

( )

90“ < r/ < 270“

2)

(

0“< r/< 180“

(3)

180“ < r/< 360“
(4)

Key:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
1.
2.

Loaded end
Unloaded end
Loaded edge
Unloaded edge
Fastener
Grain direction

Fig. 2.14 Spacing, end and edge distances (a) spacing parallel and perpendicular to the grain in a row, (b) edge and
end distances
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Table 2.2 Minimum spacing, edge and end distance for nails

Spacing or
distance
see Fig. 2.14)

Spacing fly
(farallel to grain)

Spacing a2
(ferpendicular to
grain)

Angle
u

0°<a<360°

0°<a<360°

(5)

Minimum spacing or end/edge distance
with predrilled
without predrilled holes
holes
Pk < 420 kg/mP^
420 kg/m^< Pk < 500 kg/m^
d< 5 mm:
(5+5 1 cos a\) d
d>5 mm:
(5+7 1 cos a\)d

(7+8 1 cos a\) d

5d

Id

(10+5 cos a) d

(15 + 5 cos a) d

Distance aj,,
(loaded end)

-90° < a < 90°

Distance ajc
(unloaded end)

90°<a<270°

\0d

Distance
(loaded edge)

0°<«< 180°

Distance
(unloaded edge)

180°<a< 360°

(4+ 1 cos a\)d

(3+ 1 sin a 1 )

(7+ 5cos a) d

\5d

7d

d< 5 mm:
(5+2 sin a) d
d> 5 mm:
(5 + 5 sin a) d

d< 5 mm:
(7+2 sin a) d
d>5 mm:
(7 + 5 sin a) d

d< 5 mm:
(3 + 2 sin a) d
d>5 mm:
(3+4 sin a) d

5d

7d

3d

jcork Institute of Technology!
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2.3 Finite Element Formulation
2.3.1

Contact Description

The interaction between different members in contact must be modelled. Contact occurs
between the adjoining members (i.e. timber/ plywood) and the fastener and adjoining
members (i.e. timber/ plywood). Contact is modelled using slidelines, which require the
Slipping
definition of the “contact bodies”, which may come into
Shear stress
contact. Contact bodies are the physical bodies
themselves (i.e. timber/ plywood and the fasteners)
Slidelines parameters are defined using the slideline
Sticking
attributes, which are assigned to each side of the
contacting body using master and slave assignments i.e.
contact pairs
These contact pairs are based on
identifying surfaces, lines or nodes that are likely to
come into contact during the simulation. In these contact
pairs, one surface is defined as the master, which cannot
Fig. 2.15 1 he Coulomb friction model
be numerically penetrated by the nodes of the other
contacting surface i.e. the slave surface.
For frictional contact problems. Coulomb’s friction model is used. The method allows no
movement/ slip until a defined friction force is reached. On reaching the specified force,
movement initiates and the friction force remains constant
as shown in Fig. 2.15. It is an
idealised model in which sliding will only occur when the frictional shear stresses exceed the
limiting value. There is considerable difficulty in modelling ideal sliding behaviour in contact
problems, so simplified models are used. Input parameters required to model interface
elements using the LUSAS software package are shown in Fig. 2.16.
Master
stiffness
scale
1.0
lI_

i

Slave
stiffness
scale

Coulomb
friction
coefficient

Zonal
contact
detection

Slide
extension

Close contact

1.0

0.0

0.01

0.0

1.0E-3

Fig. 2.16 LUSAS contact parameters

In preliminary models, the friction coefficient between fasteners and timber is set equal to
0.3, and between adjoining timber and/ or plywood members is set equal to 0.0. Studies
completed by Xu et al
have shown that no significant differences were found when
alterations were made to the friction coefficients.
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2.3.2

Failure Criterion

Timber is an anisotropic material implying that properties of timber are directionally
dependent in contrast to isotropic materials, which have identical properties irrespective of
direction. Anisotropy can be defined as a difference in both physical and mechanical
properties. Wood has three principal axes i.e. longitudinal, radial and tangential. As stated
previously the difference between both perpendicular axes (i.e. radial and tangential) is small
relative to the longitudinal axis. Therefore, timber is simplified to a transverse isotropic
material i.e. orthotropic material. The combined direction is referred to as perpendicular (1)
to the grain, while the longitudinal direction is referred to as parallel (||) to the grain (see Fig.
2.4). Timber subject to tension behaves in a linear orthotropic elastic fashion; subject to
compressive stresses, timber demonstrates a certain amount of plasticity
To describe the behaviour of dowel-type timber-to-timber connections, 3D finite element
models are being developed using the LUSAS Finite Element software package. The stress
potential function is used to define non-linear material properties i.e. plastic properties. On
dealing with orthotropic materials (i.e. 2D orthotropic, 3D orthotropic and fibre materials)
failure can be computed using:
i444-

Maximum Stress Failure Criterion;
Tsai-Wu Failure Criterion;
Hill Failure Criterion;
Hoffman Failure Theory.

The Maximum Stress Failure criterion (i.e. maximum normal stress criterion) states that the
material under consideration will fail when any one of the stresses in the principal material
direction exceeds the material strength in that direction
Failure is assumed to be
independently controlled by each stress type and neglects the potential interaction between
stresses evident for isotropic materials that is considered when using the von Mises failure
criterion. Xu et al
state that the Maximum Stress Failure Criterion has been used
successfully to predict crack initiation resulting from perpendicular-to-grain stresses and
parallel-to-grain shear stresses; however interaction between stresses in the principal
directions does occur and may influence failure mode and stresses.
An interaction failure criterion known as the Tsai-Wu failure criterion has been developed;
however the Tsai-Wu criterion necessitates the use of stress interaction coefficients, which
are difficult to establish. The coefficients are sensitive to test methods used for which no
recommendations exist on using 3D-FEM
Both Hill and Hoffman failure criteria are available using the LUSAS Finite Element
package; Hill’s failure criterion is a generalised version of the von Mises yield criterion
and can be expressed as:
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2
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3/J

Kq. 2.13 Hill failure criterion

where:
rr,

are direct (normal) stresses in the timber;

r,y

are shear stresses in the timber;

ft,o and ft,9o

are the tensile strengths parallel and perpendicular to the grain;

fc,n and /c,9o

are the compressive strengths parallel and perpendicular to the grain;
is the shear strength of the timber.

The Hill failure criterion does not account for the difference between compressive and tensile
strengths. As a result the modified Hill failure criterion is used, and adjustments to Eq. 2.13
are made ensuring that only tension and shear stresses leading to brittle failure are considered
The modified Hill failure criterion is given in Eq. 2.14.
cr.

+

(T,

f,%

Ao

A
2

Aso

2

90

2

-^2------ = ^
/;

f,A y

Eq. 2.14 Modified Hill failure criterion considering stresses leading to brittle failure

(36)

Further modification can be made to Eq. 2.14 to account for tension perpendicular to grain
stresses and both shear parallel to grain stresses, given by Xu et al as
+

cr.

A90 A90

2(7 <7
y ^ I

f:. 90

^
/

JV

Eq. 2.15 Hill failure criterion considering perpendicular-to-grain stresses and shear parallel-to-grain shear stresses
(36)
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As the Hill failure criterion is available in most software models (eg. LUSAS) it is used in the
preliminary stages of the analysis. Xu et al
propose the use of a reformulated version of
the Hill failure criterion (see Eq. 2.15), which accounts for tension perpendicular to the grain
and both shear parallel to grain stresses (radial and tangential planes).
The Hoffman failure criterion presented here, is an expansion of the Hill failure criterion with
some adjustments to account for unequal tension and compression stresses reflecting the
actual behaviour of timber. The Hoffman criterion is a general expression describing the
pressure dependent yield of anisotropic materials
Reduction in modulus of elasticity both
parallel and perpendicular to the grain direction enables an accurate representation of the
damage evolution in timber
On reaching the criterion, the modulus of elasticity {Eq)
parallel to the grain is reduced to the value representing the modulus of elasticity {E90)
perpendicular to the grain. Simultaneously, the value of Ego is reduced by approximately 10
% as proposed by Xu et al
The Hoffman criterion is associated with the Hill criterion and
can be expressed as follows:
Cl (ay - az) + C2(crz - a^) + C3(ax - ayY + C4ax + Csay
XCsOz -f C/T^^ + Csr^^
^
1
1
1
; C2 = C3 =
Cl =
ft,90fc,90

C4-

1

1

ft,0

fc,0

C5 - Cg

c,0

1

1

ft. 90

fcc,90

Kq. 2.16 tloffman failure crierion

2ft,afc,o

; C7 — Cg - Cg

1
—
Jv

(32)

Input parameters for Eq. 2.16 are the same as for Eq. 2.13, and may be determined via
testing. However, the high variability of wood and the parameters affecting such variability
should be noted as they may influence the results
LUSAS Finite Element Modeller enables different hardening rules to be prescribed for both
the modified von Mises and Hoffman failure criteria in tension and compression
The
hardening rule defines the enlargement in yield surface with plastic straining as the material
yields
It is intended to use the Hoffman failure criterion for the models generated in the proposed
study.
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2.3.3

Orthotropic Material Behaviour

An orthotropic material assumes that the material constants vary in two or three principal i.e.
longitudinal, radial and tangential directions
The theory of elasticity is well-developed
and is typically applied to isotropic materials. According to Dirjwoodie
providing that the
timber has orthotropic symmetry, then the theory of elasticity can be applied.

Fig. 2.17 Stresses acting on a cube of timber

Fig. 2.17 shows the stresses acting on an element of timber, with its edges lying along the
coordinate axes. Stresses are labelled a,y where i refers to the direction of the stress and / to
the direction perpendicular to the face on which it acts
Given that the cube/ element does
not rotate, Oy = o^,, reducing the stress components from nine to six. The same applies to the
strains components. The relationship between stress and strain can be expressed in matrix
form by the generalised Hooke’s Law. The six components of strain can be expressed in
terms of the appropriate stress and elastic compliances, known as the compliance matrix, (see
Eq. 2.17).
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Kq. 2.17 Compliance matrix describing timber material

where,
V,/

are Poisson’s ratio values;

(T,j

are normal and shear stresses;

t:,j

are normal and shear strains;

E

are the modulus of elasticity values;

G

are the shear modulus values.

with, VxylEx = VyJEy; vJE, = VxJEx; v^ylE^ = VyJEy.
There is no interaction between normal stresses (o^, o^, a^) and shear strains {Zyz,
^xy), and
the factor 2 multiplying the shear moduli in the compliance matrix is a result of the difference
between shear strain and engineering shear strain
The stiffness matrix is determined from
the inverse of the compliance matrix given by Eq. 2.18; due to symmetry the matrix is
simplified.
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Kq. 2.18 Orthotropic stifTness matrix

The constants forming the stiffness matrix comprise the three Young’s moduli Ex, Ey, £,, the
three Poisson’s ratios Vyz, v^x,
the three shear moduli Gyz, G^x, Gxy.
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3.0

Physical Testing

The strength and stiffness of two connection types were considered:
■
■

Corbel (cantilever);
Splice.

For each connection type, different nail configurations were used. Nails sizes for the corbel
connection were varied to simplify the finite element modelling process, enabling the use of
symmetry. Common wire nails were used for all tests carried out.

3.1
3.1.1

Test Equipment
Inclinometers

In order to accurately measure rotation, digital inclinometers were used (see Fig. 3.1). The
SCAI21 stand alone inclinometer sensors used are accurate to O.I °. The inclinometers were
connected to the System 7000 data logger that outputs a voltage, which is then converted to
degrees. The inclinometer operation manual and drawings are attached in Appendix A.

Fig. 3.1 Inclinometer sensors

3.1.2

Load Cell

A 2 tonne load cell was used to accurately measure applied loads. The load cell was initially
connected to a digital handset. The load cell was re-wired to the data logger to ensure
displacements recorded were synchronised with the loading sequence. The load cell was re
calibrated when connected to the data logger. The calibration procedure is included in
Appendix B.
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3.1.3

Deflection Gauges

The deflection gauges were connected to the data logger. Prior to testing, the deflection
gauges were tested to ensure accurate results. A steel plate was used to displace the deflection
gauges a known distance, determined using a Vernier callipers. The readings on the
deflection gauges showed good agreement with the calliper results.

3.1.4

Data Logger

The System 7000 data logger was used to record data (see Fig. 3.2). The data logger was
calibrated on 5^*^ June 2012 prior to commencement of testing.

Fig. 3.2 System 7000 data logger
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3.2
3.2.1

Test Setup
Corbel

The connection consisted of two timber members (225 x 40 mm) of equal length (450 mm),
cantilevering from a vertical member i.e. the column (225 x 75 mm) (see Fig. 3.3). The
column was fully fixed at both ends to the Test Rig in the Heavy Structures Laboratory
(Room A123) at Cork Institute of Technology using four 16 mm diameter threaded bars,
washers and nuts. All timber sections were structural Grade C24, Sitka Spruce. The moisture
content of the timber used for testing varied from 14 to 20 %.
For each nail configuration and nail size considered, three independent tests were carried
out;- a total of 18 tests. Apart from the nail configuration and nail size the test setup was
similar for each. The different connection layouts are shown in Table 3.1 that should be read
in accordance with Fig. 3.5. The location of each sensor type is shown in Fig. 3.4, along with
the member lengths forming the connection.
Note: Dimensions are in millimetres.

Fig. 3.3 Corbel test setup
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Table 3.1 Corbel connection layout

Nail Configuration
Ref. No.

Nail Spacing - cantilever member

Nail Size
0h

0s

Ls

ai

a2

a3

a4

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Layout

1

2x2

8.83

4.52

100

125

125

50

50

2

2x3

8.83

4.52

100

62.5

125

50

50

3

3x3

8.83

4.52

100

62.5

62.5

50

50

4

2x2

8.23

4.02

75

125

125

50

50

5

2x3

8.23

4.02

75

62.5

125

50

50

6

3x3

8.23

4.02

75

62.5

62.5

50

50

Note:
0s is the head diameter
0s is the shaft diameter
Ls is the shaft length

Fig. 3.4 Sensor layout/ member lengths
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a3

a1

a1

a3

----^^
a-----------<■>----------225X40 SOLID SECTION

225 X 75 SOLID SECTION

Fig. 3.5 Geometry of timber-to-timber joints (nail spacing)

Fig. 3.6 shows deflection gauges 1 and 2. The deflection gauges were used to validate
rotations determined using the inclinometers. They were also used to identify differential
movement in the cantilever members. Load-displacement graphs were produced to identify
such discrepancies.
A load was applied 30 mm from the beam end using a hydraulic jack. Rotations were
calculated from deflections recorded from deflection gauge 1 and deflection gauge 2.
Rotations were also recorded directly using inclinometer 1 and inclinometer 2. To determine
the true rotation of the cantilever members, rotations in the vertical member were recorded
using inclinometer 3 and subtracted from those obtained in inclinometers 1 and 2. The data
obtained from the data logger are presented in Appendix D.
In order to simplify the process of identifying the centroid of the connection, symmetrical
nail layouts were chosen. The centroid of the each connection was inset 112.5 mm from all
edges, simplifying the calculation of applied moments and rotations.
The rotations for deflection gauges 1 and 2 were calculated as Tan‘’(deflection/ 307.5), where
307.5 == 420.0 - 112.5 (see Fig. 3.4). The inclinometers were calibrated to output results in
degrees.
Following the completion of a test, the moisture content of the cantilever members was
recorded. The nails were pulled, and the timber discarded. The 225 x 75 mm vertical member
was re-used for each of the three tests completed per nail configuration. The position of the
connection along the re-used timber column varied to ensure the nails were placed in
undamaged timber.
For comparison with Eurocode 5
the pointside penetration was determined. The pointside
penetration value, which is dependent on the shaft length of the nail was 60 mm for nail
configurations 1 to 3, and 35 mm for nail configurations 4 to 6.
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Fig. 3.6 Deflection gauges 1 and 2

3.2.2

Splice

A 1175 mm timber section was spliced to two 600 mm sections as shown in Fig. 3.7 and Fig.
3.9; it was formed using 225 x 40 mm, Grade C24 Sitka Spruce. The nail layout was
staggered to avoid overlapping nails contacting, simplifying the models to be generated i.e.
nails were driven from alternate sides of the splice. The staggered nail layout is evident from
the different nail head shapes shown in Fig. 3.8. The total length of the member tested, which
was simply supported at both ends, was 1525 mm. To avoid instability and buckling of the
member, the member was laterally restrained by four 40 x 40 x 5 mm angle sections welded
to the Test Rig. 1000 gauge plastic sheeting surrounded the timber member at the contact
surface, to reduce friction between the timber and angle sections (see Fig. 3.9). The moisture
content of the timber used for testing varied from 14 to 20 %.
For each nail configuration considered, three independent tests were carried out. The
connection layouts are outlined in Table 3.2, identifiable by the designated reference number.
The location of each sensor type is shown in Fig. 3.7, along with member lengths forming the
connection (dimensions are in millimetres).
A load was applied at midspan using a hydraulic jack and extension shaft. Vertical
displacements were recorded using deflection gauge 1 and deflection gauge 2. Rotations were
recorded in each of the three members using inclinometers 1, 2 and 3.
The results from inclinometer 1 were added to those from inclinometers 2 and 3, to determine
the connection rotations. Fig. 3.10 shows the connection rotation, (j)con , which equals 0i + 02
i.e. 180 - {(90 - 0,) + (90 — 02)}.The data obtained from the data logger are presented in
Appendix D.
The pointside penetration value for each nail configuration tested was 35 mm.
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a3

a1

Fig. 3.8 Ceomctry of timber-to-timber joints (nail spacing)
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40 X 40 X 5 mm
angle section

1000 gauge
plastic sheeting

Fig. 3.9 Splice test setup
fable 3.2 Splice connection layout

Nail Configuration
Ref. No.

Nail Spacing

Nail Size
0h

0s

Ls

ai

32

33

34

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Layout

1.1

2x2

8.83

4.02

75

150

125

50

50

2.1

3x2

8.83

4.02

75

150

62.5

50

50

3.1

4x2

8.83

4.02

75

150

41

50

50

Note:
0s is the head diameter
0s is the shaft diameter
Ls is the shaft length

90-01

H

90-02

I '

.@000,

Fig. 3.10 Net rotation of connection
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3.3 Test Considerations
3.3.1

Loading

Load duration is an important consideration in timber design and testing. In design it is
accounted for using a modification factor, kmodThe international standard, BS EN 26891:1991 (EN 26891) Timber structures - Joints made
with mechanical fasteners specifies general principles, which should be followed in order to
achieve comparability of results from investigations carried out in different laboratories
Due to time constraints, a short-term load duration was considered appropriate for this
research.
3.3.1.1

Loading Procedure

Initially the estimated maximum load, Fest, for the connection type considered should be
determined. F^st can be calculated based on experience, preliminary tests or by calculation.
The loading procedure is shown in Fig. 3.11. The load is applied up to 0.4 Fest and maintained
for 30 seconds. The load is then reduced to 0.1 Fest and maintained for 30 seconds. Thereafter
the load is increased until the ultimate load or slip of 15 mm is reached
EN 26891 is included in Appendix C for further reference.

Fig. 3.11 Loading procedure
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3.3.1.2 Deviation from EN 26891
For each of the tests completed, the variables are nail spacing/ configuration and nail size. By
altering these variables, the load capacity of a connection is altered. For comparative
purposes, a similar loading sequence was used for all tests carried out. Fig. 3.12 shows the
loading sequence used for the tests undertaken.

Fig. 3.12 Load procedure applied

After the load reduction process, the load was increased until a slip of 22 mm was reached as
rather than 15 mm specified in BS EN 26891.

3.3.2

Nail Strength

Destructive tests were carried out on three 100 mm common wire nails, to determine their
characteristic strength.
Laboratory A273 at Cork Institute of Technology was used to carry out the tests. The
machine used has a maximum load capacity of 2 tonnes (see Fig. 3.13). Prior to testing, the
nail heads were cut enabling the clamping device to grip the nails. The test setup is shown in
Fig. 3.14.
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Fig. 3.13 l est rig (room A273, (’11)

A maximum load of 13,815 N was recorded at failure. This equates to a tensile capacity of
861 MPa for a nail diameter of 4.52 mm. Fig. 3.15 shows the load-extension curves for each
of the nails tested. The nail extension was approximately 3.6 mm.

Fig. 3.14 Destructive nail test setup
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Diameter
mm

Tensile
MPa

Max Force
N

Elongation
%

4.520

861

13815

37.40

Force N

Fig. 3.15 (iraph of applied force versus nail extension

Fig. 3.16 shows the nails after testing; necking can be clearly seen. Necking is a tensile
deformation where relatively large amounts of strain are localised in a small region of the
material. The result is a decrease in cross-sectional area, evident from Fig. 3.16. 3’here is also
evidence of necking from Fig. 3.15, where the strain continues to increase while the crosssectional area of the nail reduces significantly. The result is a reduction in the load resisted by
the nail i.e. the applied load reduces from 13,815 N to approximately 9,000 N at the point of
failure. Necking is often associated with yielding, a form of plastic deformation.

SK

Fig. 3.16 Nail failure - indication of reduced cros$-$ectional area
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3.3.3

Determination of Timber Density

l.S. EN 384:2010 (EN 384) specifies an appropriate method of determining timber density.
The characteristic density is calculated from density measurements of samples selected
according to EN 384. For the calculation of timber density, reference is made to ISO
3131 -.1975. EN 384 states, “where the moisture content is higher than 12 %, the density shall
be decreased by 0.5 % for every percentage point difference in moisture contenf ’
The density is based on the sample 5-percentiIe density, requiring a significant number of
tests to be carried out.
In this study. Table 1 of BS EN 338: 2003 was used to determine timber density as opposed
to physical testing.

3.3.4

Moisture Content

Moisture meters are used to measure the percentage of water in a given substance. The
moisture meter used was a LaserLiner - DampMaster Plus (see Fig. 3.17) with two material
settings i.e. material A and material B. Material B setting was used for the testing undertaken
considering that the timber tested was sitka spruce, a softwood. Material setting A is only
used for hardwoods.
For each member forming a given connection, the moisture content was recorded at three to
four locations i.e. the end grain and the side of the member. The results were averaged for
each test.

Fig. 3.17 LaserLine - DampMaster Plus (moisture meter)
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The moisture content readings for the corbel-type connections are shown in Table 3.3 and
Table 3.4. Cantilever 1 refers to the member mounted with inclinometer 1 and deflection
gauge 1. Inclinometer 2 and deflection gauge 2 were mounted on cantilever 2. As stated
previously, three tests were carried out per connection for which the same column member
was used. It can be seen that the moisture content for the timber tested lies between 12% and
20%.
fable 3.3 Moisture content for corbel-type connection, nail type A

Nail Configuration
2x2

3x2

Test 3

Test 3
Tests 2 & 3

3x3

Test 2
Test 3

Member
Cantilever 1
Column
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Column
Cantilever 2
Column
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2

1
15.7
16.2
16.0
15.3
18.1
15.7
17.6
16.3
17.6
15.5
17.9

Moisture Content (%)
2
3
15.6
17.6
14.6
16.0
16.9
15.8
19.7
16.1
14.4
15.3
19.8
17.7
17.3
17.1
18.0
17.3
15.6
17.6
-

-

-

4
-

15.3
-

15.9
16.4
14.5
19.4
16.8
18.0
-

-

Table 3.4 Moisture content for corbel-type connection, nail type B

Nail Configuration
Tests 1, 2 «& 3
Test 1
2x2

Test 2
Test 3
Test 1

3x2

Test 2
Test 3
Tests 1, 2 & 3
Test 1

3x3

Test 2
Test 3
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Member
Column
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Column
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2
Cantilever 1
Cantilever 2

1
17.6
19.5
16.4
18.8
17.8
15.0
16.1
14.5
14.9
15.9
15.8
17.0
17.5
17.5
16.7
17.0
17.0
17.5

Moisture Content {Vo)
2
3
19.0
17.8
19.3
15.6
19.2
17.4
15.0
18.3
15.8
17.5
14.0
14.5
16.7
15.5
19.0
19.1
17.2
16.5
15.9
17.1
17.4
17.0

4
19.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17.6
17.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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3.4 Corbel Results
The corbel tests were completed using 100 mm and 75 mm nail shaft lengths. The nail
diameters also differ as outlined in Table 3.1. For the purpose of identification, the 100 mm
nails are denoted ''nail type A ” and the 75 mm nails denoted “nail type B”.

3.4.1

Loading Sequence (Nail Type A)

As stated previously, three tests were carried out per nail configuration. The same loading
sequence was applied for each, represented by the black lines in Fig. 3.18, Fig. 3.19 and Fig.
3.20. Applied load was plotted against time for each test to identify any deviation from the
specified loading sequence. Fig. 3.18, Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20 show the load versus time
graphs for nail type A, configurations 2 x 2, 3 x 2 and 3x3.
Note: The loading sequence for each nail configuration shows good agreement with the
idealised loading sequence, thus providing no indication of deviation between test results.

Fig. 3.18 Load versus time graph for 2x2 nail configuration
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Fig. 3.19 Load versus time graph for 3x2 nail configuration

Fig. 3.20 Load versus time graph for 3x3 nail configuration
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3.4.2

Loading Sequence (Nail Type B)

Applied load was plotted against time for each test to identify any deviation from the
specified loading sequence. Fig. 3.21, Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.23 show the load versus time
graphs for nail type B, configurations 2 x 2, 3 x 2 and 3x3.

Kig. 3.21 l.oad versus time graph for 2x2 nail configuration

Fig. 3.22 Load versus time graph for 3x2 nail configuration
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Fig. 3.23 Load versus time graph for 3x3 nail configuration
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3.4.3

Moment-Rotation Curves

For each of the nail layouts tested, the moment applied was plotted against the rotations
measured from inclinometer 1 and inclinometer 2 and determined from the deflections
measured in deflection gauge 1 and deflection gauge 2. This enables variations in the test
results to be identified.
As stated in Section 3.3.1 applied loading was terminated at 22 mm deflection i.e. a rotation
approximately equal to 4.1
3.4.3.1

Nail Configuration 2x2 (Nail Type A)

Fig. 3.24, Fig. 3.25 and Fig. 3.26 show the moment-rotation curves for a 2 x 2 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection is plotted using a trendline and the
slope calculated. The light grey line represents the initial stiffness. 4'he initial stiffness for test
1 (see Fig. 3.24) is approxim.ately 8421 Nm/ degree i.e. 8.4 kNm/ degree.
Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.26 shows good agreement between all measuring devices used. In
contrast, the load-reload curves in Fig. 3.25 (test 2) are not in good agreement.

Fig. 3.24 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type A, 2 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 3.25 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type A, 2 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.26 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type A, 2 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 1)21 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 8.0 kNm/ degree, each test indicating similar results. The
ultimate moment capacity for INC-test 2 is approximately 80 % of that recorded in INC-test 1
and INC-test 3.
The loading sequence for test 2, nail type A provides no indication of deviation between the
test results for a 2 x 2 nail configuration.
Based on the Excel spreadsheet developed (see Chapter 4), the equivalent Eurocode Elastic
Limit for the specified nail configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The Eurocode
moment capacity is approximately 658 Nm, while the rotation starts to increase significantly
at a moment of 550 Nm. The maximum test moment lies between 1170 and 1460 Nm, with
an average value of 1315 Nm.
With no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 856 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.27.

Fig. 3.27 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 2 x 2 configuration)
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3.4.3.2 Nail Configuration 3x2 (Nail Type A)
Fig. 3.28, Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.30 show the moment-rotation curves for a 3 x 2 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection is plotted as for the preceding
connection type. Unlike the 2x2 nail configuration, the moment-rotation curves for each test
are similar.

Fig. 3.28 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type A, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.29 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type A, 3 x 2 configuration)
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Rotation (deg)
Fig. 3.30 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type A, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.31 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 11.6 kNm/ degree, each test indicating similar results. Based on
the Excel spreadsheet developed, the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for the specified nail
configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The Eurocode moment capacity is
approximately 850 Nm, while the rotation starts to increase significantly at a moment of 750
Nm. The maximum test moment lies between 1790 and 2046 Nm.
With no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 1105 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.31.
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Fig. 3.31 C\)mbined moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 3 x 2 configuration)
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3.4.3.3 Nail Configuration 3x3 (Nail Type A)
Fig. 3.32, Fig. 3.33 and Fig. 3.34 show the moment-rotation curves for a 3 x 3 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection is plotted as for the preceding
connections. While the initial stiffness is approximately 12.6 kNm/ degree for tests 1 and 2,
the initial stiffness for test 3 is 8.0 kNm/ degree. There is no photographic evidence
explaining the significant reduction in initial stiffness for test 3. The nail configuration for
test 2 differs slightly from the other tests due to the presence of knots in the timber member
(see Fig. 3.35).

2

3

Rotation (deg)
Fig. 332 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type A, 3 x 3 configuration)
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2

3

Rotation (deg)
Fig. 3.33 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type A, 3 x 3 configuration)

Fig. 3.34 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type A, 3 x 3 configuration)
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•

Fig. 3.35 Nail configuration test 2

The moment-rotation curves for each instrument within the tests show similar results except
for deflection gauge 1 in test 3. Examination of Fig. 3.36 shows that deflection gauge 1
moved mid-test. This was due to unexpected slippage in the clamping device securing the
gauge in position. The moment-rotation curve for deflection gauge 1 in Fig. 3.34 indicates
that this slippage initiated at a rotation approximately equal to 1.0 °.

1

Fig. 3.36 Movement of deflection gauge during test

Fig. 3.37 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 12.6 kNm/ degree. Based on the Excel spreadsheet developed,
the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for the specified nail configuration is represented by
the dashed red line. The Eurocode moment capacity is approximately 1054 Nm, while the
rotation starts to increase significantly at a moment of 825 Nm. The maximum test moment
lies between 2204 and 2272 Nm.
With no material factor, ym applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 1370 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.37.
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Fig. 3.37 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 3 x 3 configuration)
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3.4.3.4 Nail Configuration 2x2 (Nail Type B)
Fig. 3.38, Fig. 3.39 and Fig. 3.40 show the moment-rotation curves for a 2 x 2 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection is plotted as for the preceding
connections. The initial stiffness for tests 1 and 2 is approximately 5.4 kNm/ degree while the
approximate stiffness for test 3 is 4.0 kNm/ degree.

Fig. 3.38 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3J9 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)
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1200
y = 4000x

INCl
INC 2
D1
D2
Initial Stiffness
2

3
Rotation (deg)

Fig. 3.40 iVlomcnt-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)

The moment-rotation curves for each instrument within the tests show similar results except
for deflection gauge 2 in test 2. Fig. 3.39 shows that deflection gauge 2 recorded zero
displacement/ rotation with increasing load. The data recording error was not spotted until the
moment-rotation curve was plotted. The gauge was found to be defective and was replaced
for the remaining tests.
Fig. 3.41 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests I, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 4.9 kNm/ degree; a weighted average of the three tests
undertaken was used. Based on the Excel spreadsheet developed, the equivalent Eurocode
Elastic Limit for the specified nail configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The
resultant moment capacity is approximately 481 Nm, which corresponds with the point at
which rotation starts to increase significantly i.e. an elastic moment capacity of 475 Nm. The
maximum test moment lies between 1087 and 1129 Nm.
With no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 626 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.41.
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Fig. 3.41 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)
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3.4.3.5 Nail Configuration 3x2 (Nail Type B)
Fig. 3.42, Fig. 3.43 and Fig. 3.44 show the moment-rotation curves for a 3 x 2 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection was plotted as for the preceding
connections. The initial stiffness is 7.2 kNm/ degree for test 1 and 8.4 kNm/ degree for tests 2
and 3. The moment-rotation curves for each instrument within the tests show similar results.

Fig. 3.42 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.43 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)
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Rotation (deg)
Fig. 3.44 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig, 3.45 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 8.0 kNm/ degree. Based on the Excel spreadsheet developed,
the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for the specified nail configuration is represented by
the dashed red line. The resultant moment capacity is approximately 622 Nm, which
corresponds with the point at which rotation starts to increase significantly i.e. an elastic
moment capacity of 625 Nm. The maximum test moment lies between 1373 and 1403 Nm.
With no material factor, y,rj applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 808 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.45.
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Rotation (deg)
Fig. 3.45 C ombined moment-rotation cur>'e (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)
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3.4.3.6 Nail Configuration 3x3 (Nail Type B)
Fig. 3.46, Fig. 3.47 and Fig. 3.48 show the moment-rotation curves for a 3 x 3 nail
configuration. The initial stiffness for each connection is plotted as for the preceding
connections. The initial stiffness for each test is approximately 9.0 kNm/ degree. The
moment-rotation curves for each instrument within the tests show similar results.

Fig. 3.46 IMomcnt-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 3 x 3 configuration)

Fig. 3.47 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 3 x 3 configuration)
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Fig. 3.48 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type B, 3 x 3 configuration)

Fig. 3.49 shows the combined moment-rotation curve for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 9.0 kNm/ degree. Based on the Excel spreadsheet developed,
the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for the specified nail configuration is represented by
the dashed red line. The resultant moment capacity is approximately 771 Nm, which
corresponds with the point at which rotation starts to increase significantly i.e. an elastic
moment capacity of 775 Nm. The maximum test moment lies between 1725 and 1945 Nm.
With no material factor, jm applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 1002 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.49.
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Fig. 3.49 ('ombincd moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 3 x 3 configuration)
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3.5 Splice Results
3.5.1

Loading Sequence

Three tests were carried out per nail configuration. The same loading sequence was applied
for each, represented by the black lines in Fig. 3.50, Fig. 3.51 and Fig. 3.52. The applied load
was plotted against time for each test to identify any deviation from the specified loading
procedure. Fig. 3.50, Fig. 3.51 and Fig. 3.52 show the load versus time graphs for nail type B,
configurations 2 x 2, 3 x 2 and 4x2.

Fig. 3.50 l.oad versus time graph for 2x2 nail configuration

Fig. 3.51 Load versus time graph for 3x2 nail configuration
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Fig. 3.52 Load versus time graph for 4x2 nail configuration
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3.5.2

Moment-Rotation Curves

For each of the nail layouts tested, the moment applied was plotted against the net rotation of
the connection. This was determined from the results of inclinometers 1, 2 and 3.
As stated in Section 3.3.1, the test was terminated at 22 mm deflection.
3.5.2.1

Nail Configuration 2x2 (Nail Type B)

Fig. 3.53 shows the moment-rotation curve for test 1, enabling differential movement in
adjacent members to be identified where the black line shows the average moment-rotation
curve.
Fig. 3.54, Fig. 3.55 and Fig. 3.56 show the best-fit moment-rotation lines for each of the
connections tested. The light grey line in each graph indicates an averaged moment-rotation
curve for INC 1 2 and INC 1 + 3, from which the best fit line is obtained.

Fig. 3.53 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail ty pe B, 2 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 3.54 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.55 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 3.56 .Vloment-rotatiun curve - test 3 (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.57 shows the combined moment-rotation curves for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 2.5 kNm/ degree, each test indicating similar results. Based on
the Excel spreadsheet developed (see Chapter 4), the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for
the specified nail configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The Eurocode moment
capacity is approximately 289 Nm. The maximum averaged test moment is 1080 Nm. With
no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 376 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.57.

Fig. 3.57 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)
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3.5.2.2

Nail Configuration 3x2 (Nail Type B)

Fig. 3.58, Fig. 3.59 and Fig. 3.60 show the best-fit moment-rotation lines for each of the
connections tested. The light grey line in each graph indicates an averaged moment-rotation
curve for INC 1 + 2 and INC 1 + 3 for each test.

Kig. 3.58 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.59 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 3.60 IMoment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.61 shows the combined moment-rotation curves for tests 1,2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 2.9 kNm/ degree, each test indicating similar results. Based on
the Excel spreadsheet developed (see Chapter 4), the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for
the specified nail configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The Eurocode moment
capacity is approximately 434 Nm. The maximum averaged test moment is 1480 Nm. With
no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 564 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.61.

Fig. 3.61 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail ty pe B, 3 x 2 configuration)
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Fig. 3.64 Moment-rotation curve - test 3 (nail type B, 4 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.65 shows the combined moment-rotation curves for tests 1, 2 and 3. In this connection
the initial stiffness is taken as 3.2 kNm/ degree, each test indicating similar results. Based on
the Excel spreadsheet developed (see Chapter 4), the equivalent Eurocode Elastic Limit for
the specified nail configuration is represented by the dashed red line. The Eurocode moment
capacity is approximately 501 Nm. The maximum averaged test moment is 1771 Nm. With
no material factor,
applied to the design calculations, the Eurocode elastic moment
capacity equal to 651 Nm was also determined; and it is represented by the dashed blue line
in Fig. 3.65.

Fig. 3.65 Combined moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 4 x 2 configuration)
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3.5.2.3 Nail Configuration 4x2 (Nail Type B)
Fig. 3.62, Fig. 3.63 and Fig. 3.64 show the best fit moment-rotation line for each of the
connections tested. The light grey line in each graph indicates an averaged moment-rotation
curve for INC 1 + 2 and INC I + 3 for each test.

Fig. 3.62 Moment-rotation curve - test 1 (nail type B, 4 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 3.63 Moment-rotation curve - test 2 (nail type B, 4 x 2 configuration)
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3.6 Determination of Friction Coefficient
A test was carried out to determine the friction coefficient (ft) for the contacting timber
members, where fi is the ratio between the force (F) causing the adjacent members to slide
divided by the normal force (AO pressing the timber members together as shown in Fig. 3.66.

I'he test setup is shown in Fig. 3.67. The lower timber section was fully fixed to the test rig
using clamping devices. A hydraulic jack and extension shaft were used to apply the
horizontal force, F. A digital 2 tonne load cell was used to record the force applied. Initial
slip between adjacent timber sections was determined using a digital deflection gauge. To
simulate the compressive load, N, weights were applied to the upper surface of the timber
section. The two timber sections used in the test differ as shown in Fig. 3.68.

Fig. 3.67 Friction test setup
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5 X 225 X 75 mm
)lumn section)
5 X 225 X 40 mm
intilever section)

Fig. 3.68 Timber-to-timber interface

The results of the friction tests completed are shown Table 3.5, from which an average value
of
0.55 is obtained.
jj. =

Table 3.5 Friction test results

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3

N
F
N
F
N
F

(kg)
157
80
147
80
99
56

0.51
0.54
0.57

Fig. 3.68 shows the grain directions in the adjacent timber sections parallel to each other. In
the corbel type connection, the grain directions in the adjacent timber sections are
perpendicular to one another. The friction coefficient is dependent on surface roughness.
Given that the surface of the contacting members is relatively smooth, the friction coefficient
is not expected to change significantly for varying grain orientation. As a result, the friction
coefficient was not calculated for timbers with perpendicular grain orientations.
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4.0

Excel

An Excel spreadsheet has been developed to determine the load carrying capacity of a single
nail for either two or three member connections in accordance with Section 8.0 of Eurocode
5. Using the allowable load capacity of a single nail, the spreadsheet then calculates the
elastic moment capacities of a given connection i.e. corbel or splice. The nail configurations
considered are symmetrical and in line with the testing completed.

4.1 Using the Spreadsheet
The spreadsheet consists of an input tab and design tab. Two additional worksheets were
developed, one containing material properties and the other consisting of formulae used to
assess the strength of the connection. Variables to be inputted include:
■

Number of members forming the connection;
Member types i.e. solid timber, plywood, hardboard or OSB particleboard;
Strength classes;
Member thicknesses and depths;
Nail properties;
Partial safety factors;
Modification factors.

The first four items can be selected from a drop down menu (see Fig. 4.1); material properties
have been inputted into the background worksheet. Prop. Tables, for each member type
considered. Fig. 4.2 shows the nail material and geometric input values for a 75 mm common
wire nail. Design actions are only inputted when applied loads are known. The specification
of the connection partial safety factor,
and modification factor, kmod is also necessary.
Table 3.1 in Eurocode 5 is used for the determination of the kmod, which is dependent on
Service Class. The test results indicate a variation in timber moisture content from 12 to 20
%, thus Sei^ice Class 2 was chosen while the load duration is taken as short-term. The
resultant modification factor for a solid timber section, service class 2 and loaded short-term
is 0.9.
Timber Properties
Timber section
Strength Class
Thickness, t
Depth, h

-

Member lA
Solid

Member IB
Solid

Member 2
Solid

-

C24

C24

C24

36
150

36
150

35
150

Units

(mm)
(mm)

Fig. 4.1 Timber material input parameters for a three member connection
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Nail Properties

Units

Diameter (d)

(mm)

Common wi re - s mooth
4.02

Head diameter (dh)

(mm)

8.63

Length of nail (Inaii)

(mm)

75

(N/mm^)

861

Type

-

Tensile Strength of
nail, fu

Fig. 4.2 Nail material and geometric inputs

Once all data in the Input tab has been specified, the information is automatically transferred
to the Design worksheet. The spreadsheet proceeds to calculate the design input values for
the lateral load carrying capacity equations presented in Section 2.2. The inputs are:
■

Member thickness;

■

Characteristic embedment strength;

■

Fastener diameter;

■

Characteristic fastener yield moment;

■

Ratio between member embedment strengths;

■

Characteristic withdrawal capacity.

On determining the input variables, the lateral load carrying capacity for a single nail for each
failure mode is calculated. The characteristic lateral resistance per shear plane per nail, Fv,«a,
is the minimum value of those determined for each failure mode. The expected failure mode
can be identified as a result. The design lateral resistance is then determined by applying the
appropriate modification factors and partial safety factors.
The nail configurations tested were known prior to the completion of the Excel spreadsheet;
therefore the connection type utilised is selected from a dropdown menu. An elastic analysis
is used to calculate the load carrying capacity of the connection and resultant moment
capacity, based on the allowable load carrying capacity of a single nail.
The Excel programme used to complete the analysis is located in Appendix E, in a folder
entitled “Excel Programme”.

4.2 Elastic Analysis
When a shear force, P, is applied at an eccentricity, e, to the centroid of a nail group, the
effects on the nail group must be considerd. The force distribution is determined on the basis
of an elastic analysis. Translational and rotational vector forces are added, and the resultant
force, Fnail calculated. The moment capacity of a specified connection can be determined as
a result. Using this approach, the elastic moment capacity for each connection type
considered was determined. The force components are shown in Fig. 4.3.
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M=P«

Fig. 4.3 Force components

The translation stress,/,^ is easily found by dividing the applied translation forces by the sum
of the nail cross sectional areas. The direction of the component stress is parallel to the
applied force direction. The shearing force in each fastener equals the stress in the fastener
times its cross sectional area, At
Given that the cross-sectional area of each nail is the
same, the force in the /'^nail due to the applied load (see Fig. 4.4) is:
F, = P/N
where P
N

is the applied load,
is the number of nails per shear plane.

1

1

F,

F»

1
i

F,

C.G.0

1

i

t

Fig. 4.4 Translational reaction forces

The rotational force, Ft requires the use of an elastic torsion equation, the assumptions being
that:
■
■

The stress in each nail is proportional to its distance from the centre of gravity of the
nail group.
The nail reaction forces are perpendicular to their radial line from the centre of gravity
of the nail group. The reaction forces are then broken up into their horizontal and
vertical components so that they can be vectorally added to the results of the
translational computations.

Fig. 4.5 shows the nail reaction forces due to the rotational forces.
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Fig. 4.5 Rotational reactions

The angular rotation of a single nail is (j). The force Fj to cause this rotation through a
distance A is equal to r ^ K,.
where r

is the distance from the centroid of the nail group to the nail considered,

(f)

is the angular rotation,

K,

is the stiffness of the nail to resist rotation.

Fig. 4.6 indicates how the force, Fr to cause the rotational translation is determined. The
angular rotation (j) is replaced by a.
Fj

=

rjOKi

=

Kr,

Moment of resistance, Mr

Fjri r F2r2 + Fsrs +.....

therefore,
M applied

Pe

Mr =

Kri + Kr2 + Kra +

K

Pe /1 r'

Kir'
therefore,

since, x'+y'= r';
Ft

=

KZr

=

K

=

Pe/I(x' + y')

{ Pe/I(x' + y') }rrr,ax

Fig. 4.6 Force, Fr to cause rotational displacement

Ft is resolved into its component forces, and the vector forces added to the translational
forces Fs. After the vector forces are added the resultant force Ft/ail is calculated. Given the
applied load and the resultant moment, the force in each nail, F^/ail, forming the connection
can be calculated (see Eq. 4.1). The component and resultant forces for a single nail are
shown in Fig. 4.7.
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C.Gi

Fig. 4.7 Component and resultant forces

+ 2FsFjCos0

^NAiL —

Fq. 4.1 Resultant force in a single nail, Fyy.^//,

However, the purpose of the Excel spreadsheet was to calculate the elastic moment capacity
of each connection. Therefore, the applied load and resultant moment are unknown. The
formulae used to define values Fs and F7 were substituted into Eq. 4.1, forming Eq. 4.2.
+

Peri

+2

\Nj\Y.x^ + y^j

Eq. 4.2 IVlodified resultant force in a single nail, Ev^//

where P

is the applied load,

N

is the number of nails,

e

is the eccentricity to the centroid of a nail group,

r

is the distance from the centroid of a nail group to the nail considered,

X

is the distance from the centroid of a nail group to the nail considered in the xdirection,

y

is the distance from the centroid of a nail group to the nail considered in the ydirection,

(f)

is the angular rotation of a single nail.
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Using this approach, the maximum force occurs in the nail furthest from the centroid of the
nail group i.e. the nail with a maximum value of r {rmax)- The eccentricity of the applied load
and the number of nails were constant for the test duration. Z(x^ + y^) and the angular
rotation, (f) were determined based on the geometric nail layout. The only unknows in Eq. 4.2
were the load capacity, P and the maximum force in a nail, F^ailBy letting F^ail equal to the allowable lateral resistance per shear plane per nail, F^r^ the
elastic load capacity, P, of a given connection can be determined.
Once the elastic load capacity of the connection was determined, the resultant moment
capacity was calculated. The results of an elastic analysis are shown in Table 4.1 for
connection Ref. No. 4 for which the resultant moment capacity was 626 Nm.
The resultant moment capacities calculated were superimposed onto the moment-rotation
curves for each connection as shown in Chapter 3.
fable 4.1 Elastic analysis for connection Ref. No. 4 (2 x 2 nail configuration, nail type B)
Coordinate
Ref.
1
2
3
4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

X

(mm)
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

y
(mm)
62.5
62.5
62.5
62.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

7812.5
7812.5
7812.5
7812.5

•"i

0

(mm)
88.39
88.39
88.39
88.39

(deg)
45
45
45
45

Applied
Load, P

iMoment
Capacity

(N)

(N)

2035.63

625.96

31250
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5.0

Model Input Parameters

5.1 Material Parameters
The connection was modelled using two different types of materials; timber and steel. In this
chapter, the material properties applied are outlined.

5.1.1

Timber

Timber is an orthotropic material with different material properties in three perpendicular
directions - longitudinal, /, radial, r, and tangential, / - as shown in Fig. 5.1. The timber used
was Sitka Spruce, Grade C24. When calculating the load carrying capacities of the nails, the
strength parameters are based on structural strength class C24, with a density of pk - 420 kg/
m^. The design strength parameters are determined in accordance with Table 1 of BS EN 338:
2003
The design strength parameters, Xj are calculated from Eq. 5.1, where
is the characteristic
value of the material parameter, kmod is the modification factor and jm is the partial factor.
Characteristic and design strength parameters are outlined in Table 5.1; these values are
determined in accordance with Eurocode 5 and BS EN 338: 2003.
^d

k-irinH

mod

Ym

Eq. 5.1 I hc design value

of a strength property

Table 5.1 Characteristic and design strength parameters of C24 (MPa)

Bending:

Characteristic

Design

24

20.30

Tension, parallel:

ft.O

14

11.85

Compression, parallel:

fc.O

21

17.77

Tension, perpendicular:

ft.90

0.5

0.42

Compression, perpendicular:

fc.90

2.5

2.12

Shear:

/v

2.5

2.12
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R 1 !i

L' ■ii';)iriii|!ii,i|

Fig. 5.1 Illustration of the three orthotropic material directions

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 indicate the values of Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s ratio and Shear
Modulus as inputted into the LUSAS software package. Due to the oithotropic behaviour of
timber, the stiffness parameters shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 vary for each of the three
directions. Radial and tangential directions are interchangeable depending on the chosen
method of sawing (see Fig. 5.2). The Modulus of Elasticity, E, Poisson’s ratio, v, and shear
modulus, G, are based on values obtained from literature
Given that the beam orientation is perpendicular to the column, different properties are
assigned to the beam and column.

Fig. 5.2 Methods of sawing timber
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fable 5.2 Stiffness properties of timber (beam)

(see Fig. 5.U

LUSAS Input

El

E,

10890

MPa

Er
Er

Ey
E,

468.27

MPa

849.42

MPa

(JLT

G,y

664.29

MPa

Gjr

Gy.

32.67

MPa

Glr

Gxz

696.96

MPa

Vlt

^xy

0.467

Vtr

Vyz

0.245

Vir

Vxz

0.372

Units

Table 5.3 Stiffness properties of timber (column)

(see Fig. 5.U

LUSAS Input

Ej

Ex

468.27

MPa

El

Ey

10890

MPa

Er

Ez

849.42

MPa

Gtl

Gxy

664.29

MPa

Glr

Gyz

696.96

MPa

Glr

Gxz

32.67

MPa

Vtl

Vxy

0.025

Vir

Vyz

0.372

V,r

Vxz

0.245

Units

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the values of Young’s Modulus Ei, Er and Ej. Ei is obtained
from Table 1 of BS EN 338: 2003 and the “Mechanical Properties of Wood”
Er and Ej
were determined using the elastic ratios specified in Table 5.4 obtained from research by
Green et al.
-

fable 5.4 Elastic ratios for sitka spruce at approximately 12 % moisture content (MPa)

Et/El

Er/El

Glr/El

Glt/El

Grt/El

0.043

0.078

0.064

0.061

0.003

El

Et

Er

Glr

Gli

Grt

10890

468.27

849.42

696.96

664.29

32.67

Sitka Spruce

Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of transverse to axial strain and is denoted by vrr, vrl, vw, vtl, vrt,
and vtr. The first letter of the subscript refers to the direction of applied stress and the second
letter to the direction of lateral deformation. The values shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 are
obtained from research by Green et al.
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The modulus of rigidity, also called the shear modulus, indicates the resistance to
deformation caused by shear stresses
The three moduli of rigidity, denoted by Glr, Glt
and Grt are the elastic constants in the LR, LT and RT planes. For example, Glr is the
modulus of rigidity based on shear strain in the LR plane and shear stresses in the LT and RT
planes
The values of Glr, Glt and Grt are determined using ratios of shear modulus to
Young’s Modulus presented in Table 5.4.
The timber was modelled as an orthotropic material with linear elastic-plastic behaviour with
the yield surface defined using an orthotropic yield criterion. Different yield criteria are
described in Section 2.3.2. The decision was made to choose the Hill failure criterion, which
is a generalised version of the von Mises yield criterion that accounts for the anisotropy of the
material
Dias et al
present a relationship between yield stresses used to define the Hill failure
criterion and also indicate that the equivalent yielding strength of spruce is 33 MPa. This
value is in accordance with other literature that indicates an equivalent yield strength of 35.7
MPa for sitka
The ratio between the yielding strengths and the equivalent yielding
strength arc defined according to Eq. 5.2
CTn

o

(Jgn

1; -^= 0.19;
o

a

= 0.38

Kq. 5.2 Relationship between yield strengths for the Mill failure eriterion

where a

is the equivalent yielding stress for isotropic behaviour,

(Jo

is the yielding strength in the direction parallel to the grain,

(790

is the yielding strength in the direction perpendicular to the grain,

(Jv

is the yield shear strength.

The values used to describe the timber failure are shown in Table 5.5 and were based on
equivalent yield strength equal to 33 MPa.
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fable 5.5 Hill failure criterion yield stresses

Units

LUSAS Input

5.1.2

TEN/ COMP Yield Stress
(tangential, t direction)

6.27

MPa

TEN./COMP. Yield Stress
(longitudinal, 1 direction)

33

MPa

TEN./COMP. Yield Stress
(radial, r direction)

6.27

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (tl)

7.24

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (Ir)

7.24

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (tr)

7.24

MPa

Initial Uniaxial Yield Stress

33

MPa

Steel

Steel is an isotropic material, which means that it has the same material properties in all
directions. The steel used for the nails in the analysis has a Modulus of Elasticity of £5 =
210,000 MPa, a Poisson’s ratio of = 0.3, and a characteristic yield strength of= 861
MPa.
The stress-strain behaviour of the steel fasteners is assumed to be defined by the graph in Fig.
5.3. The bi-linear curve was defined using the hardening gradient option available. It requires
the definition of gradient and limiting strain values for successive straight lines. Fig. 5.4
shows the values inputted. Perfect elastic-plastic behaviour was used to define the nails.

Fig. 5.3 Bi-linear model for steel fasteners
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Fig. 5.4 Hardening curve input parameters

5.2 Contact Parameters
Slidelines are used to model contact and impact problems, and to tie together dissimilar
meshes. Slideline properties are defined in a slideline attribute, which is assigned to each side
of the contacting bodies using a master and slave assignment
Slideline

Maaler
stiffness
9c^e
01

Slave
stiffness
scale
0.1

Cotiomb
Zon^
Skde
friction
contact
extension
coeffidert detection
05
oot
0.0

Inibal sWeline type

Qose contact
01

Fnctwn

Temperature depeiident
Type changes during analysis
Pre-axrtact parameter
Contact cushioning parameter

Type after change
Changes at loadcase

Rigid type

Marne

Nonyigri

Munber of passes

2

Geometric definition

Unear or Bi-lnear

Sid 2

(Z)

Help

Fig. 5.5 Defining slideline parameters

Several properties must be specified when defining a slideline. Fig. 5.5 show the pop-up
window where slideline parameters are specified. A brief description of the parameters has
been outlined below.
■

■

Master/ slave stiffness scale: This controls the amount of inter-penetration between
two surfaces. Increasing the scale factor decreases the amount of penetration but may
cause ill-conditioning.
The master/ slave stiffness was taken as 0.1.
Coulumb friction coefficient: This defines the friction between contacting bodies for
Coulumb’s Law. It is only applicable for frictional slidelines.
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■

■

■

The friction coefficient is dependent on the contacting bodies. The values
chosen are based on literature and test results:
Timber-to-timber interface 0.55
Steel-to-timber interface
0.62.
Zonal contact detection: This defines the region around a node within which a
search for contact is conducted. The size of the region is a factor of the size of the
overall model. The default value of 0.01 was used for the models generated. A smaller
value may result in undetected inter-penetration
Slideline extension: A boundary of a slideline segment can be expanded by
specifying a slideline extension. Points outside the segment but within the extended
boundary are considered valid for contact.
The LUSAS default value, 0.0 is used.
Close contact: This defines a region above a slideline surface within which a soft
spring is applied, but with no force. The stiffness of this spring is applied to all nodes
that are above a surface but within the close-contact region. This softens the transition
between in-contact and out-of-contact states.
To reduce chatter due to in-contact and out-of-contact nodes, the value was set
at 0.1 as advised in the LUSAS solver reference manual

The friction coefficient for timber-to-timber interface is based on test results. In contrast, the
friction coefficient defining the interaction between the common wire nail and timber is
assumed based on literature.
Slideline surfaces can be modelled using linear/ bi-linear segments, or as curved contact
surfaces using quadratic patches
The interface between the nail and timber is curved; as a
result, "'Quadratic Patch” was selected from the geometric definition drop-down list.
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6.0

FEM-analysis

The aim of the modelling was to correlate the experimental data with the results of the finite
element modelling. Essentially the physical tests were used to validate the model. LUSAS
VI4.7 software package was chosen for this project because of the geometric nonlinearity
and material nonlinear capabilities it offers. LUSAS software package also supported the
high number of elements generated in the solid models.
A different outcome is expected from the FEM-analysis in comparison with that of hand
calculations, since the load distribution on the nails is different in the two approaches. In the
hand calculation (Excel Spreadsheet) developed, the loads are distributed relative to
geometry, irrespective of varying material stiffness in each load direction. For example, a nail
loaded perpendicular to the grain (low timber stiffness) is subjected to the same force as a
nail loaded parallel to the grain direction (high timber stiffness) if it has the same distance to
the centre of the connection group
It is expected for the analysis that the dowels loaded in the grain direction will take up more
force than the ones loaded perpendicular to the fibre direction of the timber
Fig. 6.1
shows the difference in dowel forces between hand calculation and numerical analysis for a
simple connection. The dowel forces are distributed evenly in the four dowels for the hand
calculations. However, the upper and lower dowels in the numerical analysis should yield a
higher load than those loaded perpendicular to the grain, which itself is perpendicular to the
load applied,/?.

A

r.."

'

^

t. i

Hand calculation

—

„__
i

—

'

'■

*

Numerical analysis

Fig. 6.1 Difference in load distribution on dowels between hand calculation and numerical analysis

In a nailed connection, timber under a nail shank shows very intricate behaviour. The
distinctiveness of a nail connection compared with other dowel connections comes from the
existence of a nail-holding force and different failure criteria
Material interactive behaviour in nailed connections is an important phenomenon to be
considered. Modelling the timber-to-timber interactions is complex. The interaction was
defined using a friction coefficient, but does not account for factors such as potential
interlocking of timber splinters or moisture content variations that may affect the surface
contact description.
Model complexity increases when taking account of the nail-to-timber interaction. A nail
driven into timber causes the timber fibres to become displaced, and compressive normal
stresses to develop on the nail shaft. The compressive stresses prevent withdrawal of the nail.
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which is also influenced by moisture content. Nail tensioning arising as a result of withdrawal
resistance must be considered as it affects the timber-to-timber surface interaction.
In order for timber deformation to occur, a suitable failure criterion must be defined. The
extent of timber deformation will affect the slippage in the connection.
Fracture mechanics and damage evolution were not considered.

6.1 Preliminary Modelling
Typically, dowel-type connections are three-dimensional problems. Therefore, a threedimensional FEM model was developed using the LUSAS software package. Two materials
were modelled, i.e. steel and timber, using hexahedral elements. In order to validate the
material input parameters, a timber joist has been modelled in both two and three dimensions.
Using the orthotropic plane stress model (two-dimensional), input parameters include:
4- Modulus of elasticity (x and y direction);
4- Shear modulus (xy);
4- Poisson’s ratio (xy).
In three-dimensional modelling, a solid model has been specified in which the material input
parameters are:
4- Modulus of elasticity (x, y and z direction);
4- Shear modulus (xy, yz and xz);
4- Poisson’s ratio (xy, yz and xz).
Results from the three-dimensional model were compared with both the results from the twodimensional model and hand calculations.
Working towards the physical test setup (see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.9) the complexity of the
models increased; symmetry was used in order to reduce simulation time. Two types of
external boundary conditions were considered: - those due to symmetry and those due to
external loads
Methods of modelling the timber-to-timber and nail-to-timber contact behaviour were
determined. Preliminary models have been used to assess various approaches and how they
can be applied to the final model.
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6.1.1

Material Input Properties

A simply supported timber joist subject to uniformly distributed load was first modelled.
Deflections and stresses were determined across the timber joist using hand calculations and
compared with the results produced using LUSAS (see Fig. 6.2). The results are shown in
Table 6.1; this enabled material input parameters to be verified.
Tabic 6.1 Ll'SAS output versus hand calculations

Deflection (mm)
Bending stress (MPa)

Hand calculation
7.40
5.32

LUSAS model
7.89
5.34

Loadcase 1 Loadcase 1

Scale; 1: 18.6419

Results file timber joisl_(30) mys

Zcwnt 100 607

Enlly Stress - Solids

Eye: (-0.57735.0.57735, 0.57735)

Component SX

Linear/dynamic analysis

*

RestMs fde: timber jciist_(3D) mys

-3.5625

Maximum displacement 7 88886 td node 2855

-2.375

Deformation exaggeration 11 7577

-1.1875

0 .0

2 375

jllllllj

Conloti' ertty: Stress - Solids
Contoix component SX

1 1875

. . .

Loadcase 1 Loadcase 1

-4.75

^ 3 5625

Number of contours; 9
Contour rnteryal; 1.1875
Cortour maximum 5 34375 at node 1423

4 75
Contour mrwmum -5 34375 at node 3182

Maximum 5.34375 84 node 1423
Minimum -5 .34375 al node 3182

Fig. 6.2 Three-dimensional model of timber joist (deflection and bending stress contour diagrams)

6.1.2

Timber-to-Timber Contact Definition (Slidelines)

To reduce computational running time, a simplified model was used to verify the timber-totimber interface slideline attribute. Frictional slidelines require the definition of a friction
coefficient, fu. As the friction equation (ju = F/ N) suggests, for the friction coefficient to be
taken into account a normal force must be applied to the model.
Slideline attributes were assigned to simulate the interaction between two contacting bodies
as shown in Fig. 6.3, which also identifies members 1 and 2 by reference to the group key
attached. A 50 x 50 x 100 mm block forming part of member 1 was used to prevent
continuous deformation of member 2. A sliding slideline was defined to prevent member 2
penetrating member 1 (see Fig. 6.3 (a)). A 50 mm gap in the x-direction was defined between
members 1 and 2.
Initially a normal force was not applied rendering the friction coefficient inactive, causing
convergence issues with the nonlinear and transient analysis.
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50 mm

K------ ^

"T

UOtO«

m rm

x:-X
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.3 Surfaces assigned (a) sliding and (b) frictional slidelines

The frictional slideline was defined as shown in Fig. 6.3 (b), with y. set as 0.50. A force was
applied in the x-direction to generate movement between adjacent members. A normal force,
yv equating to 100 N was then applied as shown in Fig. 6.5. A nonlinear and transient analysis
was defined and the results are shown in Fig. 6.6. A 50 N load in the x-direction causes a 50
mm displacement of Member I. Given that p is equal to 0.50 and equals 100 N, movement
of member 2 is expected when the applied load approaches 50 N.
Master
stiffness
scale
0.1

Slave
stiffness
scale
0.1

Cotioinb
Zortal
Slide
fiictian
contact extension
coeffidenl detecticxi
05
0.01
0.0

Qose contact
01

Fig. 6.4 Slidclinc definition (preliminary’ model)
Key

Fig. 6.5 Groups and vertical load applied (y-direction)
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E
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Fig. 6.6 l.oad-slip graph defining timber interface
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Fig. 6.6 validates the slideline attributed to the model and the necessity of the normal force
applied to activate the friction coefficient. The deformed mesh and displacement contours are
shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. The slideline assigned to the vertical plane of Members 1 and
2 prevented continuous displacement in the x-direction (see Fig. 6.8).

Srary
Zo'rQO'^t CX

^ S®3'33E-3
-3 '3592E-3
-3 555*3^-3
-0 44-532E-3

^ 29<3<»E-3
^ ’47'34£-3

3 3 St ••031
32*’9^-3 It -oa

Fig. 6.7 Deformed mesh/ displacement contour — N = 40 IN
.3M7SM 5
'it#

5

Fsety » 3 5300336-3*
^ys

Efwy D»5P‘*oe^'N*''t

l»Sjnr"ur- 4^; >3636-5 »* -001 *3;

IAnr*wrr *53 33*3 it -ooi *959

Fig. 6.8 Deformed mesh/ displacement contour — N = 50 IN

6.1.3

Timber-to-Timber Contact Definition (Joint Elements)

Joint elements are used to connect two or more nodes by springs with translational and
rotational stiffnesses. Flexible joints can be modelled using joint elements that are specified
to match the nodal freedoms of their associated elements
The joint element may have initial gaps, contact properties and other nonlinear behaviour. A
joint mesh is first defined between adjacent surfaces and the joint material properties are then
defined.
For joint element assignments only, the order of the features selected determines the Master
and Slave. Joint elements are orientated from the Master to the Slave as shown in Fig. 6.9.
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The “Z’ symbol is positioned closer to the master assignment and the element local x-axes
points towards the slave surface assignment i.e. the axes with double arrow head (see Fig,
6.9).
To assign the Joint mesh:
■
■
■
■

Define the Joint mesh;
Select the first (master) feature;
Add the second (slave) feature to the selection;
Assign the Joint mesh to the two features.

Note: The nodes of a Joint element need not be coincident, but for the correct response the
node offset distance should be small. The geometry defining the contacting surfaces must be
made unmergeable.

Fig. 6.9 .Joint between two surfaces

Joint elements have been used to model the Interaction between adjacent timber members as
shown in Fig. 6.10. Initially the timber members were modelled out-of-contact to simplify the
process of assigning Joint elements. The contact surfaces are made unmergeable prior to
assembly. For three-dimensional modelling, two joint element types are applicable. The
chosen element type in this case was JNT4 - Joint no rotational stiffness (see Fig. 6.11).

•if*®:

ill

tr

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.10 .Model using joint element (a) model on solving, (b) model with 10 mm gap to show elastic springs (joint
elements)
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9 Regular mesh
9 Bement descnpt3on
Structural element type
Jont no rotational stifftiess

Alo».' transition pattern
V Alow irregular mesh
■/ Automatic

Bement shape
Une

Local X dnasions

Interpolation order
Local y disisions

Linear

Irregiiar mesh
Bement name

Name joint mesh

- : (3)

r

Help

Fig. 6.11 Joint element mesh definition

BLOCK •
BLOCK 2

Fig. 6.12 Support conditions

Fig. 6.12 shows the support conditions applied to the model; the base of Member 1 is fully
fixed against translation in three directions.
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To define the joint material properties:
■
■
■
■

Select Joint from the options available in the Material attribute tab;
Use default option “Spring Stiffness Only” and click Next;
Degrees of freedom are selected that are dependent on the model,
Three freedoms are specified as highlighted in Fig. 6.13;
Proceed to substitute values for the elastic spring stiffness.

Note that for surface assignments, the elastic spring stiffness must be defined per unit area.
The three freedoms specified are translational i.e. x, y and z global axes. The input values are
denoted 1,2 and 3. To distinguish between axes input values, simple trial and error tests were
undertaken. The elastic spring stiffnesses in two directions were inputted as 1 x 10^^ N/ mm/
T
T .
• •
•
•
•
mm-, and 0,01 N/ mm/ mm- in the remaining direction. A 1000 N load was applied in each of
the three directions. Little or no displacement was expected to occur in two directions as a
result of the infinite stiffness values assigned. Given that the contact area was 10,000 mm‘,
the elastic spring stiffness was 100 N/ mm i.e. 0.01 x 10,000. The expected displacement in
the direction assigned a stiffness of 0.01 N/ mm/ mm was approximately 10 mm for the
applied load.
Spnnq Stiffness Only

Freedoms [ 2 - rransations/MemOrane
2 • rranslatjpns^

E?"

4 - AxKymmetnc she*
5 • Ribbed ptate.^enutoof
6 Translatwns SiRotadorts
Properbes speoneo tot earn rreegom
__________________________

^1

Baatic apnng stffness |

1

■■

Name K07

(reiv)

Apply

Help

Fig. 6.13 Specification of freedoms

To determine whether the Joint element definition and assignment were correct, and to
identify the elastic spring stiffness, linear elastic models were used. Model 1 stiffness
properties are shown in Fig. 6.14. Fig. 6.15 shows the deformed shape for Model 1,
indicating that the freedom denoted 1 was relative to the x-axis. The displacement contours
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show good correlation with the expected result, indicating a 10.0 mm translation in the xdirection.
Properties speafied for each freedom
;

1
Bastic spnng stiffness

0.01

1

2

1

3

-

1

1{)0.C€24

100,CE24

Fig. 6.14 Vlodel 1 - Elastic spring stiffness
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Fig. 6.15 Model I - Deformed shape and displacement contours

Fig. 6.16 shows the input properties for Model 2, while the deformed shape (see Fig. 6.17)
shows a displacement in the y-direction equal to 10.2 mm. Fig. 6.18 shows the input
parameters for Model 3 and the resultant displacement contours/ deformed shape are shown
in Fig. 6.19. The displacement contours indicated a 10.1 mm displacement in the z-direction,
implying that the freedom denoted 3 is relative to the z-axis. Table 6.2 shows the relationship
between the freedoms denoted by numbers and the corresponding global axes.
Propertes speafied for each freedom

Bastic spnng stiffness

1
10O.GE24

2
0.01

1

3

1

10G.0E24

Fig. 6.16 Model 2 - Elastic spring stiffness
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Fig. 6.17 Model 2 - Deformed shape and displacement contours
Properties speafied for each freedom
Bastic sprirtg stiffness

1
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Fig. 6.18 Model 3 - Elastic spring stiffness
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Fig. 6.19 Model 3 - Deformed shape and displacement contours
Table 6.2 Freedoms relative to global axes

Properties specified for each freedom
1
2
Elastic Spring Stiffness
Ax
Ay________
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6.1.3.1

Nonlinear and Transient Analysis (Joint Elements)

A nonlinear and transient analysis was required for the final model to be generated. A simple
model was used to identify potential causes of convergence failure. Using the stiffness values
assigned to the linear elastic model, convergence failure occurred in the nonlinear and
transient model. The problem was indicated by the WARNING message:
***WARN1NG*** ELEMENT
1451,ABS VALUE OF STIFFNESS TERM
OUTSIDE MACHINE RANGE, TRY ALTERNATIVE UNITS.
The stiffness, k values specified for the joint elements were considered excessive. As a result,
in
9
k was reduced to 10 x 10 N/ mm/ mm . The nonlinear and transient controls were set as
Automatic with the following parameters altered:
■
■
■

Starting load factor
Max change in load factor
Max total load factor

0.1
0.2
6.0

The applied load and remaining stiffness value, equal to 0.01 N/ mm/mm" were not adjusted.

(a)

(b)

T

f—

(c)
Fig. 6.20 Deformed mesh for nonlinear and transient model (a) TF.F = 0.1, (b) TLF = 2.1 and (c) TLF = 5.7
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Fig. 6.20 shows the
60 n
deformed shape as the
50 ■
total load factor (TLF)
increases. A graph of
e 40
applied
load
versus
I 30
deflection in the xdirection, shown in Fig.
20
6.21, indicates a linear
10
relationship, which is a
result of the elastic spring
stiffness. In reality, the
5000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000
35000
Applied
Load
(N)
interaction between the
nail and timber is non
Fig. 6.21 Applied load versus deflection
linear. Therefore, elastoplastic spring stiffness properties must be assigned to the joint. The elasto-plastic Joint model
is shown in Fig. 6.22. Elasto-plastic Joint models require the definition of four parameters:
■

■
■
■
■

Elastic spring stiffness;
Mass;
Yield force;
Hardening stiffness.

strain hardening
stiffness

Fig. 6.22 Elasto-plastic joint models

6.1.4

Nail-to-Timber Contact Definition (Slideline)

Initially friction slidelines were used to model the nail-to-timber contact. Two blocks were
modelled and made unmergeable. A steel dowel penetrates both members as shown in Fig.
6.23. Group keys are used to identify each feature.
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The exposed surfaces of Member 2 (M2) were fully fixed against translation including the
nail/ dowel head highlighted in red in Fig. 6.23. A globally distributed load equal to 1000 N
was applied to Member 1 (Ml) in the x-direction. The contact surface between Ml and M2
was defined as a ''no friction' slideline. Both master and slave assignments are visible in Fig.
6.24 to identify application errors. The arrows indicate the slideline, showing opposing forces
required to prevent penetration. In order to visualise the slideline attributes, a 10 mm gap was
temporarily defined between both members.
Fig. 6.25 shows the slideline interaction between the nail and timber; when assembled the
arrows indicate that the opposing forces were acting in the correct directions thus validating
the slideline assignment process.
Note: Use the Visualise Master/Slave Assignment to identify assignment errors.
Group Key

l.*Lttlp-8 JSS'J'-rrs'tS

>'■

.up*'"'

Fig. 6.23 Model setup indicating applied load
Group Key

Fig. 6.24 Visualising timber-to-timber slideline
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t

f

.

'■/VvV
Kig. 6.25 Visualising nail-to-timber slicicline

I

Fig. 6.26 Deformed mesh - complete model

■

Fig. 6.27 Deformed mesh at the timber-nail interface

Fig. 6.26 shows the deformed shape of Ml as the load factor was increased. As Ml deforms
the nail shaft receeds into the pre-defined hole. In reality, compressive stress and friction on
the nail shaft at the timber-nail interface would prevent such a deformation from occurring.
On driving the nail, the displacement of the timber fibres causes compressive normal stresses
to develop, gripping the nail shaft and preventing the deformed shape from occurring. The
model does not account for this nail-holding force.
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Fig. 6.26 shows Ml contacting M2 along one edge, and an increasing gap developing on the
opposing edge. The nail-to-timber friction coefficient for this model was 0.65. As the nail
bends, it separated from the timber as shown in Fig. 6.27.
The Hill failure criterion was used to define the plasticity of timber; those highlighted in
Section 5.1 were used.
>9r«si

Erwy 3rcs9 • SoMi

’I zyi*

Umtv

zaz at *oo» zx*

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.28 Longitudinal stress contours (SX) for (a) .\12 and (b) MI

Fig. 6.28 shows the stress contours in the longitudinal direction where the red areas are in
tension and the blue ones are in compression. Fig. 6.28 shows the timber-to-timber interface
surfaces of M1 and M2 along with the deformation of the timber near the pre-defmed hole; a
deformation scale factor of 2.0 was applied.
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Fig. 6.29 Stress contours in axial direction of the nail (SZ) and nail deformation

In Fig. 6.29, the stresses in the nail are shown where red and blues areas indicate tension and
compression respectively. The deformation of the nail is shown for load factors 0.01, 1.1 and
1.6. As the nail continues to deform, stresses in the nail increased until yielding of the nail
occurred. The black hatched areas shown in Fig. 6.29 highlight yielding of the nail.
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Node
7413

Fig. 6.30 Stress versus applied load at node 7413

Fig. 6.30 shows a graph of stress versus applied load for tensile stresses at Node 7413. The
black dot represents Node 7413 in the tension zone along the nail shaft. Stresses in the nail
continued to increase until the nail yielded at approximately 861 MPa in accordance with the
pre-defined value. The bi-linear curve defined by the input parameters was also evident.

JUI
Fig. 6.31 Nail failure mode and nail head support

An increase in mesh density would be necessary if the nail head was to be modelled. To
overcome this, the end of the nail was fully fixed in translation as shown in Fig. 6.31.
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6.2 Structure of Model - Approach 1
The corbel has been modelled using the finite element program LUSAS. The modelling
process is graphical and divided into a number of sub-sections. In the following, the structure
of the model is described. The sub-sections are as follows:
Model Build Up;
Contact Definition;
Material Properties;
Assembly;
Load;
Mesh.

6.2.1

Model Build Up

This part of the modelling process is where the different parts of the model were constructed.
The connection modelled for this analysis consisted of five different parts. Parts 1 to 5
comprise solid elements that create the corbel connection. Each component was first
modelled in the x-y plane using a coordinate system. Attributes were assigned, and then the
planes were extruded in the z-direction to the required thickness.
In Parts 1 and 2, which are the column and beam components shown in Fig. 6.32 and Fig.
6.33, holes have been made for the wooden rings twice the diameter of the nails.
The wooden rings were constructed from a cylinder fitting the holes generated in Parts 1 and
2. A hole through the cylinder was defined to facilitate the nail. Only one component was
modelled and three additional copies were made for the connection considered. Attributes
assigned to the wooden rings for the column and beam components differ. The wooden rings
are shown in Fig. 6.34.
The nail was modelled as a solid element similar to a dowel. To reduce mesh density and
slideline assignments, the nail head was not modelled. The nail is denoted as Part 5, and as
for the wooden rings only one was modelled and later copied. The nail is shown in Fig. 6.35.
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Fig. 6.32 Part 1 - Half of the column

Fig. 6.33 Part 2 - 225 x 40 mm cantilever beam

Fig. 6.34 Parts 3 and 4 - Beam and column wooden rings that are placed in the holes of Parts 1 and 2
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Fig, 6.35 Part 5 - One of the common wire nails

The laboratory test results show that no rotation occurs in the column member. In addition the
75 mm nails penetrate 35 mm of the column member i.e. approximately half the column
thickness, enabling the use of symmetry. Computer processing time can be reduced by
limiting the number of elements generated.
Note that symmetry can only be applied when the pointside penetration does not exceed half
the column thickness.

Fig. 6.36 Snapshot of model (a) prior to the use of symmetry, and (b) using symmetry

Fig. 6.36 (a) shows the full model if no symmetry had been applied. The blue coloured mesh
highlights the cantilever members, and the green mesh highlights the column. The surface
outlined in black indicates the plane of symmetry. Fig. 6.36 (b) shows how symmetry has
been used, halving the number of elements required.
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Each component has been assigned to a group. Using groups enables features to be selected
easil>’ when assigning attributes. Four groups were defined as shown in Fig. 6.37.
^ LUSAS Acaderrvc (AnaJyst Plus) - [LUSAS View; T27 fuM mod(new3) Wirxlow IJ
^ File

Edit

View

Geometr>'

I D 1^ Q Qi^ s

m^

Q

Attributes

Utilities

O .r

Composite

m ‘t?

Window

Help

-□

m

'y T27_full mod(neA 3)
\/ NAILS
U'Zoolumri
■>/ beam
\/ Rings

Fig. 6.37 Grouping system used

6.2.2

Interaction

In the interaction segment of the modelling process, the contact behaviour between the
surfaces was defined. In this analysis two types of contact behaviour were modelled frictional and tied. The slideline function was used to define the interaction between two
surfaces, the first one chosen was the slave and the second one was the master. This means
that every node on the slave surface has the same values for its degrees of freedom as the
point on the master surface
Differentiation between master/ slave assignment is not
necessary in solid models.
Tied slidelines were used extensively, and as the name suggests, they tie separate surfaces
together so that there is no relative motion between them. Constraint equations are an
alternative; however the tied mesh constraint equation is only applicable to two-dimensional
models. The use of tied slidelines to eliminate transition meshes is recommended for areas
remote from the point of interest in the structure
This allowed the fusion of two regions
together even though the meshes on adjacent surfaces were dissimilar.
Tied slidelines were used to model the contact between the wooden rings and Parts 1 and 2.
The function of the wooden rings was to enable a finer mesh to be defined around the nail,
therefore they were tie-constrained to the column and beam components (Parts I and 2).
Note that the nodal constraint slideline (explicit tied slideline) treatment is more robust if the
mesh with the greatest contact node density is designated as the slave surface
The contact between the nails and the timber was defined using frictional slidelines as shown
in Fig. 6.38 and Fig. 6.39. The frictional behaviour for the nail-to-timber interaction was
defined by the contact properties for these interactions, as mechanical, tangential behaviour
with an assumed friction coefficient of 0.65 in the contact area
Fig. 6.38 and Fig. 6.39
show the interaction between contacting surfaces. The black lines highlight the wooden rings,
while the red circles indicate the nail. The arrows show the interaction between opposing
surfaces. The start of the arrow indicates the interface whilst the arrow tip is an indication of
the force direction to prevent penetration. Visualising the slideline enabled incorrect slideline
assignments to be identified.
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4

Fig. 6J8 Nail-timber interface - master assignment

I

Fig. 6.39 Nail timber interface - slave assignment

In finite element analysis a Penalty function formulation is used to allow some relative
motion between interacting surfaces - as so called “elastic slip”
The Penalty function
method is defined in the LUSAS manual as “a method of monitoring the interaction of two
contact surfaces which, upon contact, imposes interaction forces to oppose penetration”
This function is automatically enabled with LUSAS.
To some extent the penalty function allows surfaces to merge together creating an even
surface through which forces can be transferred
If a situation occurs where the edge of a
meshed surface of a dowel is in contact with a face of a hole, as illustrated in Fig. 6.40, this
would cause infinite stresses as force is transferred through a line with no area.

Fig. 6.40 Contact surface between nail and timber where two meshes grid do not meet perfectly together

Lastly, slidelines were used to model the interaction at the column-beam interfaces. The
slidelines were denoted no friction and the friction coefficient set equal to 0.55.
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6.2.3 Material Properties
Prior to assembly of the model, material properties were defined and assigned. First the
properties were defined, then these properties were assigned to the appropriate section.
Material orientation is critical as timber properties vary according to grain direction. The
material properties are shown in Section 5.1. Material properties and section assignment can
be edited later in the modelling process. Fig. 6.41 shows the material options available using
LUSAS; both isotropic and orthotropic material definitions were required.
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Fig. 6.41 Material attribute options

6.2.4 Assembly
The individual components were assembled at this stage. It is important that the points
defining the contact surfaces of each component were made unmergeable prior to assembly.
Inaccurate results are generated if the points on opposing contact surfaces are merged during
the assembly process. Through assembly and disassembly of the solid model, merged nodes
can be identified.

6.2.5 Load
Applying slidelines to the model necessitated the use of nonlinear and transient analysis.
Non-linear and transient analysis enables loads to be applied in different steps.
A uniformly distributed load (UDL) equal to 1000 N was applied as shown in Fig. 6.42 and a
nonlinear and transient analysis activated. The global coordinate system is also shown in Fig.
6.42. The pop-up window for the nonlinear and transient analysis is shown in Fig. 6.43, in
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which the incrementation was set as Automatic enabling load step specification. Alterations
were made to the selected parameters:
■

■

■

■

Starting load factor: This is the factor by which the reference load level is multiplied
for the predictor, or first iteration, of the next load increment
The starting load factor was set equal to 0.5.
Maximum change in load factor: This limits the rate of change of load in an
increment. If zero is input, no limit is applied. This parameter is used when the load
level is automatically adjusted following consideration of the iterations desired for
convergence against those achieved. The default value is 2.0*(Max total load factor Starting load factor) where Max total load factor is the total load factor at the end of
the previous increment
The maximum change in load factor was set equal to 0.0.
Maximum total load factor: The analysis terminates at the specified value for
analyses that are controlled by non arc-length automatic incrementation. Note that if
more than one termination criteria have been specified, termination occurs following
the first criterion to be satisfied.
The maximum total load factor was set equal to 3.0.
Iterations per increment: The loading variable (load or arc-length) is varied
according to the number of iterations taken to converge on the preceding step. If the
number of iterations taken for convergence exceeded the desired number, specified by
the iterations per increment value, then the loading variable decreases; conversely, if
the number of iterations taken to converge is less than the desired number, the step
length increases. Hence the rate of change of loading variable is adjusted depending
on the degree of nonlinearity present. If zero is input, the load variable remains
constant.
The default value of 4.0 was used.
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Fig. 6.42 Loadcase 2 - 1 kN load applied at the cantilever tip
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Fig. 6.43 Nonlinear and transient - loadcase 2

Co-rotational formulation: This is a form of geometric nonlinearity in which large
displacement effects are related to a set of axes that follow and rotate with the element
Co-rotational formulation was selected in the ''nonlinear analysis options’’' window (see Fig.
6.44).
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Fig. 6.44 Nonlinear options

6.2.6

Boundary Conditions (Supports)

Two types of external boundary conditions were considered: those due to symmetrical
considerations and those due to the loads. By considering symmetry only one cantilever
member and half the column were modelled, as the nails lengths were less than or equal to
half the column thickness i.e. 37.5 mm. All exposed edges of the column (see Fig. 6.45) were
fully fixed against translation, thus also preventing rotational movement in the columns in
accordance with the test results.
The nail heads were not modelled since surface contact zones would increase as a result,
increasing solving time due to increased use of the slideline attribute. Rather than modelling
the nail head, the exposed surfaces of the nails on the beam side were fixed against
translation in the z-direction (axial direction of the nail) only as shown in Fig. 6.46. The
green arrows indicate the direction restrained and the locations to which the attribute was
assigned.
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Fig. 6.45 Exposed surfaces of the column section
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Fig. 6.46 Restraint in the z-direction - modelling the nail head

6.2.7

Mesh

The mesh divided the model into a finite number of elements. Before meshing Parts 1 to 5,
the type of element was chosen. The 8-node hexahedron (HX8M) were used in the initial
model. Element type HX20 was used in the final model; this is a 20-node element as shown
in Fig. 6.47.
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HX8

HX20
19

Fig. 6.47 Meshing done in 8-node and 20-node hexahedron elements

The mesh was applied using a combination of line divisions and volume meshes. .A coarse
mesh was assigned to Parts 1 and 2. In contrast, a dense mesh was applied to Parts 3, 4 and 5.
A transition mesh was used to concentrate mesh density at the timber-to-timber interface
where nail bending and failure of the timber was expected to occur (see Fig. 6.34 and Fig.
6.35).
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6.2.8
6.2.8.1

Results
Reactions

The print results wizard reaction summary output was one method used to verify that the
model input properties were correct. A 1000 N load was applied to the cantilever tip for the
model generated. Fig. 6.48 shows the results for a load factor equal to 1.12865 i.e.
approximately 1129 N. The total load in the y-direction was as expected. The reactions
registered in the x and z directions were negligible.
C3 ’ ® |—r.^l

LUSAS View; print_l.trt

Nonlinear Analysis
Results File = D:\DSE5\Project\LUSAS\Finished Mod\T5_coarse mesh(Vb).mys ID=
Loadcase =
21
" Increment 21 Load Factor = 1.12865"
Reaction Components in Global Axes
Node FX
FY
FZ
RSLT
Maximum 0.4521 E+02 0.1682E+03 0.2264E+02 0.1703E+03
Node
1189
1260
18034
1260
Minimum -0.3808E+02 -0.6977E+02 -0.1948E+02 0.1984E-01
Node
1119
1119
18030
15877
TOTAL 0.2109E-04 1129. -0.6465E-06

0

\ Model rttb \ 21;Ii>crement 21 Load Factor = 1.12B65 /~

Fig. 6.48 Print result wizard LCSAS output Approach 1 (summary)

6.2.8.2 Timber Deformation
The deformation of the holes at the timber-to-timber interface for both the column and beam
are shown in Fig. 6.49 and Fig. 6.50. The total load factor is 0.712 i.e. 712 N, applied at the
cantilever tip. For illustration purposes, the deformed shape factor was set at 5.0.
A 2 X 2 nail configuration was considered and the nails have been numbered as shown.
Maximum bending in the nails was expected to occur nearer to the point of load application
thus showing the greatest deformation of the timber. The FE model generated supports this;
nails 2 and 4 caused the maximum deformation in the timber.
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(1)
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(2)
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Fig. 6.49 Deformation of holes on beam side
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Fig. 6.50 Deformation of holes column side
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6.2.8.3 Timber Stresses
The stresses investigated were those in the wood material nearer the nail and yielding of the
nail itself. The experimental tests do not clearly indicate whether it was the nail yielding or
the timber crushing that caused the reduction in connection stiffness.
Stresses in timber at the point of initial yield in the common wire nails were assessed i.e. load
factor equal to 1.099 (1099 N).
6.2.8.3.1 Longitudinal Stresses, Sx
In Fig. 6.51 the stresses in the beam are shown where the red areas are in tension and the blue
areas are in compression. The timber around the nails nearer the point of load application
was, as expected, subjected to stresses near or above the design strength values shown in
Table 5.1. The largest stresses in the longitudinal direction were found around nails 2 and 4
(see Fig. 6.51). When considering stresses around the nails it is seen that some areas are grey
and others black. In black areas the tension exceeded the tension strength offt,o_d= 11.85 MPa
and in the grey areas the compression exceeded the compressive strength of fcj),d = 17.77
MPa.
The concentrated zones of high stresses are a result of the small contact area over which the
nail transmits load. On a global scheme, stresses in the timber section were relatively low
aside from localised crushing. The compressive stresses were caused by contact with the nail
and the tension stresses were caused by the deformation of the nail hole; as a result the steel
may actually separate from the timber. The largest stresses in the timber at the point of initial
yield in the nails were Oc,o 39.6 MPa and Ot.o = 20.9 MPa.
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Fig. 6.51 Longitudinal stresses in the timber around nails 2 and 4 in Part 2 (beam)
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6.2.8.3.2 Lateral Stresses, Sy
The stresses in the lateral direction are shown in Fig. 6.52 and it is evident that nail holes 2
and 4 represent areas of maximum stresses where design limits are exceeded. The black
contours indicate tensile stresses in excess off,9o.d = 0-42 MPa perpendicular to the grain
direction experienced at each nail. The compressive strength fc.9o,d =2.12 MPa has been
exceeded (grey contours) at nail holes 2 and 4 as for the longitudinal stresses.
The stress concentration at the cantilever tip was ignored. This is a result of having applied
the load to a line as opposed to a surface area. Maximum stresses in the radial direction were
Oc,90 = 28.8 MPa and Ot,9o = 15.4 MPa.
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Fig. 6.52 Lateral stresses in Part 2 (beam)
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6.2.833 Shear Stresses, Sxy
The shear stresses around the nail holes in the timber member are shown in Fig. 6.53. The
stress contours show that the design strength of fv = 2.12 MPa was exceeded. The shear
stresses occurring at the nail-to-timber interface were due to friction between the timber and
the nails.
The maximum shear stress was Txy= 8.48 MPa.

Entity' S
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'
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(3)

Fig. 6.53 Shear stresses in the timber (TLF = 1.099)

6.2.8.4 Nail Deformation and Stresses (Sz)
Fig. 6.54 shows the deformation of the nail group and resultant stresses at a load factor =
1.129. To show the position of the nails in relation to the remaining components, the
orientations of the beam and column are shown adjacent to the nail group. For illustration
purposes, the deformation scale factor was set at 2.5.
As for the deformation in the timber, maximum deformation occurs in nails 2 and 4 nearest
the point of load application. Areas of deformation shown in Fig. 6.49 indicate zones of
compression in the timber where compressive bending stresses were expected in the nail
adjacent to the timber. On the opposing face, tensile bending stresses were expected. The
compressive and tensile stresses developed in the nail group shown are in agreement with
expected results.
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Fig. 6.54 Deformed shape and bending stresses in the nails at a load factor equal to 1.129

Progressive yielding of the nail group for three given load factors is shown in Fig. 6.55. The
nail group orientation with respect to other components is the same as that shown in Fig.
6.54. Closer examination showed that the nails yielded within the column member only. The
material strength of the timber is higher in the longitudinal direction and given the column
orientation, deformation around the hole was expected to be lower than that in the beam (see
Fig. 6.50). The nail tends to pivot about the yielded points shown in Fig. 6.55 as a result of
reduced crushing of the timber.
1'he distribution of stresses in the axial direction of nail 4 is shown in Fig. 6.56 with
compressive and tensile stresses occurring on opposing surfaces as expected. Yield occurred
in the nail within the column section, approximately 8 mm inset from the column-beam
interface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.55 Progressive yielding of the nails at load factors (a) 1.066, (b) 1.099 and (c) 1.129
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Fig. 6.56 Stress contours of a single nail (nail 4) TLF = 1.129

6.2.8.5 Load-Displacement Graph
To calibrate the FE model generated, load-displacement curves were used (see Fig. 6.57).
The data set for connection Ref. No. 4 i.e. 2x2 nail configuration (nail type B) was plotted
and the results of the numerical analysis superimposed. The cantilever members were 450
mm in length with the displacement gauges inset 30 mm from the cantilever end i.e. at a lever
arm of 420 mm. Deflections at this location were used. Deflections recorded at the cantilever
tip are slightly higher as a result of timber crushing under the applied load. Convergence
problems occurred after reaching load factor 1.129 and the analysis was terminated.
The curve for the numerical analysis shows signs of non-linearity; this is primarily due to the
timber crushing. The numerical simulation underestimates the initial stiffness of the
connection.
The compressive normal stresses on the nail shaft were not taken into account using
slidelines. A limited nail-holding force and resultant nail tensioning effect at the timber
interface have caused the reduction in initial stiffness of the modelled connection.
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Fig. 6.57 Load-displacement curve — Approach 1
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6.3 Structure of Model - Approach 2
Approach 2 proposes the use of joint (spring) elements to overcome the difficulties associated
with modelling the nail-to-timber interaction. Alterations were made to the following sub
sections identified for Approach 1:
■
■
■

Contact Definition;
Mesh;
Boundary Conditions.

Within Approach 2, two variations of the timber to timber interface interaction were
considered. Differences between the models are highlighted.

6.3.1
6.3.1.1

Model 1
Contact Definition

In the interaction segment of the modelling process, the contact behaviour between the
surfaces was defined. In this analysis alterations were made to the contact definition utilised
for Approach 1. The slideline function used to define the interaction between the nail and
timber was replaced with joint elements.
Note: On driving a nail into timber, the timber fibres are displaced by the nail. The
movement of these fibres is restricted by the surrounding timber causing compressive stresses
to develop at the nail-timber interface. Such stresses produce the high initial stiffness of
nailed connections counteracting pointside withdrawal of a nail. When an external load is
applied, withdrawal resistance causes nail tensioning resulting in a pre-tensioning effect on
the timber. Friction generated between members is caused by nail tensioning, further adding
to the initial stiffness of nailed connections.
With slidelines, the compressive stresses at the nail-to-timber interface were not taken into
account. Resistance to withdrawal was only provided by the application of an external load.
There was no normal force at the nail-to-timber interface to simulate compressive stresses. As
a result, it was proposed to use joint elements, replacing slidelines with springs. The
deformed shape of Approach 1 was used to inform the specification of the joint elements.
Three degrees of freedom were assigned to each spring i.e. translation in the x, y and z global
directions.
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Fig. 6.58 Infinite stiffness assignments in the xy plane

Firstly, independent Joint elements were assigned to the column and beam members. Within
each member, two types of joint material properties were designated, depending on the
expected deformed shape of the nail and nail hole. This can be verified by consideration of
the results generated from Approach 1 (see Fig. 6.49 and Fig. 6.50).
As the load P is applied the beam rotates, causing the dowels i.e. the nails to deform. The
deformation of the nails causes crushing of the timber beam over a given surface area, while
the nail separates from the timber at other contact surfaces. The red arc (quadrant) in Fig.
6.58 highlights the expected crush zone of the beam component for the given nail
configuration. Therefore the springs defining the interaction between the nail and timber were
assigned an infinite stiffness in the x and y directions along the red arc. This ensured that the
specified nail surface remained in contact with the opposing wooden ring (Part 3) surfaces
throughout the analysis. The three remaining quadrants were assigned a stiffness 0.2 N/ mm/
mm*", allowing the nail to pull away from the timber i.e. enabling bending of the nail to occur.
The application of infinitely stiff springs over all contact surfaces would have resulted in
shear failure of the nail without bending.
The green arc in Fig. 6.58 shows the expected zone of crushing in the column where
infinitely stiff springs (x and y directions) were assigned. Aside from enabling nail bending to
occur, this also ensured that the nail did not penetrate the timber. The remaining quadrants
were assigned a similar stiffness to the equivalent interface surfaces of the beam.
Stiffness in the z-direction i.e. out of plane was relatively low, allowing withdrawal to occur
once the withdrawal resistance of a nail defined by the spring stiffness was exceeded. On the
column side a stiffness equal to 100 N/ mm/ mm was assigned. On the beam side a higher
stiffness was applied as the nail head reduced headside pull-through.
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The timber-to-timber interface was defined using friction slidelines as for the preceding
model with = 0.55. Tied slidelines were used to model the contact between the wooden
rings and Parts 1 and 2.
6.3.1.2 Mesh
The transition mesh assigned to the nails and timber rings was refined. The mesh density near
the timber-to-timber interface was also refined, increasing the number of elements thus
capturing the nail bending accurately. A comparison of mesh density attributes between
Approach 1 and Approach 2 can be made by visual inspection of Fig. 6.59.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.59 Transition mesh for (a) Aproach I and (b) Approach 2
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6.3.2
6.3.2.1

Results — Model 1
Reactions

The print results wizard reaction summary output was one method used to verify that the
model input properties were correct. A 1000 N load was applied to the cantilever tip for the
model generated. Fig. 6.60 shows the results for a load factor equal to 1.437 i.e. 1437 N. The
total load in the y-direction was as expected. The reactions registered in the x and z directions
were negligible.
s

^ LUSAS View: print_l.txt

I Nonlinear Analysis
Results File = D;\DSE5\Project\LUSAS\Finished Mod\T5_coarse mesh(Ub).mys ID=
Loadcase =
26
" Increment 26 Load Factor = 1.43670"
Reaction Components in Global Axes
Node
FX
FY
FZ
RSLT
Maximum 0.6295E+02 0.2156E+03 0.3072E+02 0.2183E+03
Node
1189
1260
7588
1260
Minimum -0.6900E+02 -0.1064E+03 -0.1952E+02 0.2064E-01
Node
12725
1119
1260
15549
TOTAL 0.6100E-10 1437.
0.5819E-09

0

\ Model nfb ^ 26:Increment 26 Load Factor = 1.43670 /

Fig. 6.60 Print result wizard LIISAS output Approach 2, model 1 (summary)

6.3.2.2 Timber Deformation
The deformation of the holes at the timber-to-timber interface for both the column and beam
were similar to those in Fig. 6.49 and Fig. 6.50. The FE model has shown maximum
deformation occurring nearer to the point of load application as for the preceding model.
6.3.2.3 Timber Stresses
The stresses investigated are those in the wood material around the hole and nail. The
experimental tests established do not clearly indicate whether the nail yielding or the timber
crushing caused the reduction in connection stiffness.
Stresses in the timber at the point of initial yield in the common wire nails were assessed i.e.
load factor equal to 1.099 (1099 N).
The red contours indicate areas in tension and the blue areas are in compression in the stress
contour diagrams (see Fig. 6.61 to Fig. 6.62). When considering stresses around the nails it is
seen that some areas are grey and others black highlighting zones of compression and tension
where design strength values (see Table 5.1) were exceeded.
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6.3.2.3.1 Longitudinal Stresses, Sx
The longitudinal stresses in the beam are shown in Fig. 6.61. The timber around the nails
nearer the point of load application was, as expected, subjected to stresses near or above the
design strength values. The largest stresses in the longitudinal direction were found around
nails 2 and 4 (see Fig. 6.61).
The largest stresses in the connection at the point of initial yield in the nails were Oc,o = 43.9
MPa and Oto = 36.2 MPa. These values exceed the maximum and minimum stresses
determined for FE model - Approach 1. There was a significant increase in tensile stresses
around the nail holes in comparison with Approach 1. This is a result of the spring stiffnesses
assigned in the x and y directions.
Fig. 6.61 shows an irregular distribution of stresses in the vicinity of the holes suggesting that
mesh refinement should be considered. The wooden rings may require enlarging to capture
the stress concentration accurately. In the element description, a linear interpolation order
was specified, which may have caused the isolated zones of increased stresses at the interface
between the wooden rings and Parts 1 and 2 i.e. column and beam.
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Fig. 6.61 Longitudinal stresses in the timber around nails 2 and 4 in Part 2 (beam)

6.3.2.3.2 Lateral Stresses, Sy
The stresses in the lateral direction are shown in Fig. 6.62 and it is evident that nail holes 2
and 4 represent areas of maximum stresses where design limits are exceeded.
The stress concentration at the cantilever tip was ignored. Maximum stresses in the lateral
direction were ac,9o = 29.0 MPa and at,9o = 34.3 MPa. The maximum tensile stress in the
timber, concentrated near the nail has increased by a factor of 2.0.
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Fig. 6.62 Lateral stresses in Part 2 (beam)

6.3.2.3.3 Shear Stresses, S■>0’
I he shear stresses around the nail holes in the timber member are shown in Fig. 6.63. The
stress contours show that the design strength was exceeded. The maximum shear stress was
Xxy= 8.29 MPa, which is slightly lower than in Approach 1.
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Fig. 6.63 Shear stresses in the timber Approach 2 - model 1 (TLF" = 1.099)

6.3.2.4 Nail Deformation and Stresses (S^)
Fig. 6.64 shows the deformation of the nail group and resultant stresses at a load factor =
1.437. To indicate the position of the nails in relation to the other components, the
orientations of the beam and column are shown adjacent to the nail group. The interface
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slippage between adjoining members is also evident. For illustration purposes, the
deformation scale factor was set at 2.5.
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Fig. 6.64 Deformed shape and bending stresses in the nails at a load factor equal to 1.437

Progressive yielding of the nail group for three given load factors are shown in Fig. 6.65. The
nail group orientation is the same as that shown in Fig. 6.64. As for FE model - Approach 1,
initial yield occurred in the nail embedded in the column. Flowever, as the load applied was
increased, nails on either side of the timber-timber interface yielded. The formation of the
second plastic hinge in the nail indicates that failure mode ‘f prevailed (see Fig. 2.8).
Uniform distributions of stresses (axial direction) in nail 4 are shown in Fig. 6.66. Yield has
occurred on either side of the timber-timber interface for a total load factor (TFL) = 1.437
(see Fig. 6.66 (b)). Fig. 6.66 (a) shows the stresses at a load factor of 1.152; these can be
compared with those shown in Fig. 6.56 i.e. FE model Approach 1. Similar stresses were
determined with yield initiating in the column section. The light grey lines protruding from
the nail at mid-point are the springs (joint elements) defining the nail-to-timber interaction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.65 Progressive yielding of the nails at load factors (a) 1.015, (b) 1.099 and (c) 1.437
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Fig. 6.66 Stress contours of a single nail (nail 4) (a) TLF = 1.152 and (b) TLF = 1.437

6.3.2.5 Load-Displacement Graph
The load-displacement curve for Approach 2 - model 1 is shown in Fig. 6.67, plotted against
the data set for connection Ref. No. 4 i.e. 2x2 nail configuration (nail type B). Convergence
problems occurred after reaching load factor 1.437 and the analysis was terminated.
The numerical model underestimated the initial stiffness of the connection; however,
Approach 2 load-displacement curve was a better representation of initial stiffness than that
of Approach 1. The elastic limit of the connection was overestimated.

Fig. 6.67 Load-displacement curve - Approach 2 (Model 1)
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6.3.3

Model 2

6.3.3.1

Contact Definition

One alteration was made to the contact definition in model 1; the slideline attribute defining
the timber-to-timber interaction has been replaced with joint elements. Convergence failure
occurred at TLF = 1.437; this may be a result of the nails shearing. Therefore, a 3 mm gap
was defined between adjacent timber members, increasing the nail length
by 3 mm. The purpose of the gap was to enable the nail to bend and
capture the failure of the connection. A section through Parts 1 and 2
(beam and column) shows the 3 mm gap defined (see Fig. 6.68).
Rotational spring stiffnesses were first assigned to the timber-timber
interface. The definition of rotational stiffness parameters necessitated the
specification of six degrees of freedom. A rotational stiffness was applied
about the z-axes only, the remaining stiffness parameters are infinitely
low i.e. 1 X 10’’^ N/ mm/ mm^. The rotational stiffness is defined as:
K = M/0
where K

is the rotational stiffness,

M

is applied moment,

0

is in angular rotation, in radians.

Fig. 6.68 Detlnition of
3 mm gap

The rotational spring stiffness assigned had no influence on the joint’s initial stiffness. It was,
therefore proposed to use joint elements with three translational degrees of freedom. Stiffness
parameters assigned in the x and y directions were 0.01 N/mm/mm . The joint elements
assigned were used to model the effect of friction at the timber interface.
The nail-to-timber interaction used for Approach 2 - model 1 was re-applied to model 2.
6.3.3.2 Boundary Conditions (Supports)
Rather than assigning a spring stiffness between
adjacent timber members in the z-direction, the exposed
surface of the Part 2 (beam) was fixed against
translation in the z-direction.

y
A

As a result, the spring stiffness (z-direction) at the
timber interface was not critical. Fig. 6.69 shows the
surface that was restrained in the z-direction only.
The exposed surfaces of the timber column were fixed
against translation as for Approach 1.
Fig. 6.69 Support assignment
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6.3.4

Results - Model 2

6.3.4.1 Reactions
The print results wizard reaction summary output was one method used to verify that the
model input properties were correct. A 1000 N load was applied to the cantilever tip for the
model generated. Fig. 6.70 shows the results for a load factor equal to 1.665 i.e. 1665 N. The
total load in the y-direction was as expected. The reactions registered in the x and z directions
were negligible.
^ LUSAS Vie^v: print_l.txt

!■ a

I Nonlinear Analysis
Results File = D:\DSE5\Project\LUSAS\Finished Mod\T5_coarse mesh|Ta).mys ID=
Loadcase =
41
" Increment 41 Load Factor = 1.66513"
Reaction Components in Global Axes
Node FX
FY
FZ
RSLT
Maximum 0.1196E+03 0.2529E+03 0.1803E+03 0.2546E+03
Node
4147
1286
16000
1286
Minimum -0.1443E+03 -0.1356E+03 -0.6654E+02 0.1 OOOE 02
4459
1170
18070
9172
Node
TOTAL 0.2709E 07 1665.
0.9659E 07

0

\ Model mfb ^ 41:Iocrement 41 Load Factor = 1.66S13 /~

Fig. 6.70 Print result wizard LCSAS output .Approach 2, model 2 (summary)

6.3.4.2 Timber Deformation
The deformation of the holes at the timber-to-timber interface for both the column and beam
were similar to those in Fig. 6.49 and Fig. 6.50. The FE model has shown maximum
deformation occurring nearer to the point of load application as for the preceding models.
6.3.4.3 Timber Stresses
The stresses investigated are those in the wood material around the hole and the nail. The
experimental tests established do not clearly indicate whether the nail yielding or the timber
crushing caused the reduction in connection stiffness.
Stresses in the timber at the point of initial yield in the common wire nails were assessed i.e.
load factor equal to 1.106 (1106 N).
The red contours indicate areas in tension and the blue areas are in compression in the stress
contour diagrams (see Fig. 6.71 to Fig. 6.72). When looking at stresses around the nails it is
seen that some areas are grey and others black highlighting zones of compression and tension
where design strength values (see Table 5.1) were exceeded.
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6.3.4.3.1 Longitudinal Stresses, Sx
In Fig. 6.71 the stresses in the beam are shown where the timber around the nails nearer the
point of load application was, as expected, subjected to stresses near or above the design
strength values. The largest stresses in the longitudinal direction were found around nails 2
and 4.
The largest stresses in the connection at the point of initial yield in the nails were Oc,o = 44.9
MPa and Oto = 36.9 MPa. These values exceed the maximum and minimum stresses
determined for FE model - Approach 1 and are similar to those for Approach 2 - model 1.
Fig. 6.71 shows an irregular distribution of stresses in the vicinity of the holes suggesting that
mesh refinement should be considered. The wooden rings may need to be enlarged to capture
the stress concentration accurately.
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Fig. 6.71 l.ongitudinal stresses in the timber around nails 2 and 4 in Part 2 (beam)

6.3.4.3.2 Lateral Stresses, Sy
The stresses in the lateral direction are shown in Fig. 6.72 and it is evident that nail holes 2
and 4 represent areas of maximum stresses where design limits are exceeded.
The stress concentration at the cantilever tip was ignored. Maximum stresses in the lateral
direction were ac,9o = 30.4 MPa and at.90 = 34.4 MPa.
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Fig. 6.72 Lateral stresses in Part 2 (beam)

6.3.4.3.3 Sh ear Stresses, Sxy
The shear stresses around the nail holes in the timber member are shown in Fig. 6.73. The
stress eontours show that the design strength was exceeded. The maximum shear stress was
ixy= 8.29 MPa, which is slightly lower than in Approach 1.
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f ig. 6.73 Shear stresses in the timber Approach 2 - model 2 (TLF = 1.106)
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6.3.4.4

Naii Deformation and Stresses (S^)

Fig. 6.74 shows the deformation of the nail group and resultant stresses at a load factor =
1.665. To indicate the position of the nails in relation to the remaining components, the
orientations of the beam and column are shown adjacent to the nail group. The deformation
scale factor was set at 1.0.
At

4‘

Fjcty = ’ 555*3
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Fig. 6.74 Deformed shape and bending stresses in the nails at a load factor equal to 1.665

Progressive yielding of the nail group for three given load factors is shown in Fig. 6.75. The
nail group orientation is the same as that shown in Fig. 6.74. As for previous models, initial
yield occurred in the nail embedded the column. However, as the load applied was increased,
nails on either side of the timber-timber interface yielded. The formation of the second plastic
hinge in the nail indicates that failure mode ‘f prevailed (see Fig. 2.8).
Uniform distributions of stresses (axial direction) in nail 4 are shown in Fig. 6.76. Yield has
occurred on either side of the timber-timber interface for a total load factor (TFL) = 1.665
(see Fig. 6.76 (b)). Fig. 6.76 (a) shows the stresses at a load factor of 1.106; these can be
compared with those shown in Fig. 6.56 i.e. FE model Approach 1. In contrast to Fig. 6.56,
the nails showed signs of yield on the beam side.
The light grey lines protruding from the nail at mid-point (see Fig. 6.76) are the springs
defining the nail-to-timber interaction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.75 Progressive yielding of the nails at load factors (a) 1.041, (b) 1.106 and (c) 1.665
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(b)
Fig. 6.76 Stress contours of a single nail (nail 4) (a) FI.F = 1.106 and (b) I FF = 1.665

6.3.4.5 Load-Displacement Graph
The load-displacement curve for Approach 2 - model 2 is shown in Fig. 6.77, plotted against
the data set for connection Ref. No. 4 i.e. 2x2 nail configuration (nail type B). The model
failed to converge after reaching load factor 1.665 and the analysis was terminated.
The numerical model underestimated the initial stiffness of the connection similar to
Approach 1; however, Approach 2 load-displacement curve was a better representation of the
connection behaviour than previous models generated. The elastic limit of the connection was
overestimated.
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Fig. 6.77 I.oad-displacement curve - Approach 2 (Model 2)
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6.4 Model Validation
A number of simple checks were completed to ensure the model was in working order. The
LUSAS checklist established is as follows:
Reactions;
Deformed shape;
Magnitude of deformation;
Warning messages;
Mesh refinement.
In addition to verifying reactions and the deformed shape, load displacement curves were
imported to Microsoft Excel and comparisons made between models and with experimental
test results.
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7.0

7.1

Comparative Study

Test Results

7.1.1

Corbel

An important part of this analysis was the determination of the initial stiffness of the
connection types tested. The difference in moment-rotation curves was also assessed.
Table 7.1 shows the initial stiffnesses based on test data and elastic moment capacities
determined by hand calculation for each corbel-type connection considered. As expected the
initial stiffnesses and resultant moment capacities were lower for nail type B (75 mm nails)
than for nail type A (100 mm nails).
Table 7.1 Initial stiffness and Eurocode moment capacities for the corbel-type connection

Ref. No.

1 (2x2,
2 (3x2,
3 (3x3,
4 (2x2,
5 (3x2,
6 (3x3,

nail A)
nail A)
nail A)
nail B)
nail B)
nail B)

Initial
Stiffness
(kNm/ deg)
8.0
11.6
12.6
4.9
8.0
9.1

EC5Elastic Limit
(factored)
(Nm)
658
850
1054
481
622
771

ECS - Elastic
Limit
(unfactored)
(Nm)
856
1105
1370
626
808
1002

Test
Elastic
Moment
(Nm)
550
750
825
475
625
775

Maximum
Test Moment
(Nm)
1315
1918
2238
1108
1388
1835

Table 7.1 also shows the test elastic moment and the maximum test moment recorded. For
each nail configuration, the test elastic moment was between 37 % and 45 % of the maximum
test moment. The Eurocode 5 elastic limit (both factored and unfactored) is also presented.
For each test, the factored elastic limit overestimates the test elastic moment.
The best-fit moment-rotation curves were generated as shown in Fig. 7.1 for the corbel
connection. The elastic moment capacities, calculated using an elastic analysis and Eurocode
5 were lower than the tested elastic capacities of each connection.
The elastic moment capacity of each connection occurred at a net rotation approximately
equal to 0.6 ° (see Fig. 7.1) regardless of the number of nails, nail configuration and nail
geometric properties.
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Fig. 7.1 Combined moment-rotation curves for the corbel connections

7.1.2

Splice

The connection initial stiffnesses and elastic moment capacities are shown in Table 7.2. The
initial stiffnesses were significantly lower than those for the corbel connection. Fig. 7.2
shows the best-fit moment-rotation curves for each nail configuration tested. The elastic
moment capacities, calculated using an elastic analysis and Eurocode 5 were lower than the
tested elastic capacities of each connection.
Although the initial stiffness of each connection differs, the elastic moment capacity was
reached at approximately the same net rotation as for the corbel connection i.e. 0.6 °.
Fable 7.2 also shows the maximum test moment recorded. The Eurocode 5 elastic limit (both
factored and unfactored) is also presented. For each test, the factored elastic limit
underestimates the test elastic moment.
I able 7.2 Initial stiffness and Eurocode moment capacities for the splice connection

Ref. No

1.1 (2x2, nail B)
2.1 (3x2, nail B)
3.1 (4x2, nail B)

Initial
Stiffness
(kNm/ deg)
2.5
2.9
3.2

MEng in Structural Engineering

ECS - Elastic
Limit
(factored)
(Nm)
289
434
501

ECS - Elastic
Limit
(unfactored)
(Nm)
376
564
651

Maximum Test
Moment
(Nm)
1080
1480
1771
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Fig. 7.2 C'ombined moment-rotation curves for the splice connections

7.2 FE Modelling
1 he results of the three FE models generated and the data recorded from connection Ref. No.
4 are presented in the form of load-displacement curves in Fig. 7.3. It is evident that the
models in Approach 2 best represent the tests undertaken. Model 1 provides a good
representation of initial stiffness, while model 2 overestimates the capacity of the connection;
it produces a similar representation of connection stiffness to the test.
Convergence issues were a common aspect of the FE model Approach 1, where contact was
only described using slidelines.
The main factor affecting FE model Approach 1 was the failure of the slideline attribute to
simulate the nail-to-timber interaction. The nail-holding force, exerted by the compressive
normal stresses from the displaced timber fibres were not taken into account.
The 3 mm gap between adjacent members for Approach 2 - model 2 was the cause of the
reduced initial stiffness. Model 2 gave a good representation of the ultimate failure of the
connection.
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Fig. 7.3 C'omparison of load-displacement curves

As the models progressed from slideline to joint elements, the distribution of stresses was
becoming non-uniform. As stated in Section 6.3, stiff springs were assigned based on the
deformed shape of FE model Approach 1 and the theoretical distribution of nail forces i.e.
user defined specification of restraint conditions at the nail-timber interface.
Therefore an automatic approach using elasto-plastic (tension and compression unequal) Joint
elements is proposed. This will enable the specification of initial spring stiffnesses and
tension and compression yield stresses beyond which the spring stiffnesses will change to a
user-defined value. The model will automatically identify between areas of compression and
tension. In addition, frictional contact Joint elements must also be considered.
Additional testing and research is required to assess input parameters associated with the
failure criterion assigned. Fig. 7.4 shows the load-displacement curve for Approach 2 model 1 with alterations made to the timber failure properties as highlighted in Table 7.3.
Comparison between Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 6.67 shows the influence of timber failure properties
on a nailed connection’s ultimate moment capacity.
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Fig. 7.4 Load-displacement curve (Approach 2 - trial)
fable 7.3 Adjusted Hill failure criterion for FE model entitled Approach 2 -trial (MPa)

LVSAS Input

After

Before

TEN/COMP Yield Stress
(tangential, t direction)

5.32

6.27

TEN./COMP. Yield Stress
(longitudinal, 1 direction)

28

33

TEN./COMP. Yield Stress
(radial, r direction)

5.32

6.27

Shear Yield Stress (tl)

6.14

7.24

Shear Yield Stress (Ir)

6.14

12^

Shear Yield Stress (tr)

6.14

12A

Initial Uniaxial Yield Stress

28

33
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7.2.2

Model Summary

The corbel-type connection with 2x2 nail configuration (nail type B) was modelled using
LUSAS. The orthotropic behaviour of the timber was defined considering member
orientation. Failure properties of the timber were modelled using the Hill failure criterion,
which is a generalised version of the von Mises yield criterion. Failure of the common wire
nails was defined using the von Mises yield criterion.
The nail-to-timber contact behaviour significantly influenced the connection’s initial
stiffness. Modelling the nail-to-timber interaction is complex due to the presence of a nail
holding force, withdrawal resistance and friction coefficient that must be taken into account.
Three models were generated with different contact descriptions specified.
Approach 1:
■
■

Slidelines were used to model the timber-to-timber interaction.
Slidelines were used to model the nail-to-timber interaction.

The initial stiffness of the tested connection was underestimated significantly, and the model
has shown no evidence of failure corresponding with a significant increase in deflection. The
model has not accounted for the effect of a nail-holding force.
Approach 2
■
■

—

model 1:

Slidelines were used to model the timber-to-timber interaction.
Joint elements were used to model the nail-to-timber interaction.

I'he model has shown a better representation of the connection initial stiffness. Failure of the
connection initiated prior to convergence failure occurring.
Approach 2 — mode! 2:
■

■

Joint elements were used to model the timber-to-timber interaction.
A 3 mm gap was defined between adjacent timber members to enable nail
bending to occur without restraint.
Joint elements were used to model the nail-to-timber interaction.

Approach 2 provided a marginally better estimate of the initial stiffness than Approach 1; the
failure curve of the Approach 2 - model 2 generated is in good agreement with the test
results.
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8.0

Conclusion

The physical testing undertaken has shown the influence of nail configuration on a
connection’s initial stiffness, and elastic and ultimate moment capacities. Increasing shaft
length and nail diameter increases a connection’s initial stiffness and subsequent moment
capacity. The test results (moment-rotation curves) indicate an initial yield point, which is on
average approximately 40% of the ultimate moment capacity of each corbel connection
tested. On average, the initial yield point for the spliced connection is approximately 36% of
the ultimate moment capacity. Further testing is required to investigate the influence of load
duration on initial stiffness.
Based on Eurocode 5 and an elastic analysis of nail forces undertaken, the factored and
unfactored elastic moment capacities of the nail configurations tested were determined.
Typically, the factored elastic moment capacity calculated for each connection was in good
agreement with the test initial yield point at which rotation starts to increase significantly.
For nail type A (corbel connection), the ECS - Elastic moment capacity (unfactored) was
between 47% and 66% greater than the test elastic moment.
For nail type B (corbel connection), the ECS — Elastic moment capacity (unfactored) was
30% greater than the test elastic moment.
The proposed FE models show the capacity to describe the behaviour of timber-to-timber
Joints made with nail fasteners using LUSAS. The load-deflection curves obtained from the
testing undertaken were used to validate the finite element models generated. Three models
were generated using different techniques to define the nail-to-timber and timber-to-timber
interaction. The ability of the models to simulate the actual behaviour was investigated by
comparing the models with experimental results. FE model Approach 2 best represents the
desired load-displacement curve for connection Ref No. 4. The intricate behaviour at the
nail-to-timber interface was best modelled using joint elements to simulate the nail-holding
force, while the most appropriate method of modelling initial stiffness is through the use of
frictional slidelines at the timber-to-timber interface.
Future research should expand on present research, considering:
■
■
■
■
■

Accurate definition of the nail-to-timber contact behaviour;
Timber failure definition using the Hill failure criterion in which it is proposed that
failure parameters be determined by testing;
Effect of a nail-holding force and nail-tensioning on a connection’s initial stiffness;
Further development of the LUSAS model incorporating additional Joint
arrangements;
Assessment of the influence of using fracture mechanics and damage evolution on the
ability of a model to simulate the mechanical behaviour of a given connection.

In summary, this report provides a possible basis on which to define nail-to-timber contact
behaviour.
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A. Appendix A - Inclinometer Setup and Operation Manual
The SCA121 Stand Alone Inclinometer Sensor has dual axis output and is accurate to 0.1
A supply voltage between 7 and 35 V is required to operate the inclinometers. For each
measuring direction i.e. X-axis and Y-axis, there are two independent mounting positions.
The measuring directions are indicated in Fig. A.l. Rotation can occur about both axes
simultaneously.
Y-axis

n\

lountnq portion 1
fcifUtxHal)

Mounting positnn 1

JK.

buriung position 2

f tF-

•?{

Mooting position 2

;

Eartfi's gtavity
Oevunon

Ne94tiyend.

fositivend

Zeropositwa

DevMtion

PositiveticL

Zwo position.

Neg4tiv«nd

11. Positions

I imDortant that the part is parailel to the mounting plane, and that the output equals the zero value when sensor is in zero position.
0 position; Please note the picture above which provides inlormation on how the output of the accelerometer behaves in different
Wmstances when assembled. Please also note that you can rotate the part around the measuring plane lor optimum mounting locatioa

Fig. .4.1 Measuring directions

All sensors connected to the data logger are assigned to channels. Given that each
inclinometer has two output channels, the cat connectors are distinguished by wire colour.
Table A.l indicates the function of each wire colour i.e green and yellow cables indicate the
axis of rotation. The sign convention of the outputted data is identified from Fig. A.l. The
orientation of the inclinometer determines the axis of rotation (see Fig. A.l), while Table A.l
enables the relevant output channel to be identified by the wire colour. A measuring direction
about the Y-axis combined with mounting position 2 was used for the physical testing
completed in this research.
Table A.l SCAl21T series

Wire color

Name

Function

Blue

GND

Ground

Red

Vcc

Po wer supply

Yeilcrt

OutX

X-axis output

Green

OutY

White
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Running StrainSmart - System 7000 data logger
For details on how to run StrainSmart see the heading Running StrainSmart in the Examples
Manual Introduction of the StraiinSmart software program.
The inclinometers are connected directly to the data logger through the high-level card.
To start, open Strainsmart and define a “New Project”.
Creating a New Project
■

Select ''New Projecf' and enter a chosen file name i.e. inclinometer_setup and
continue.

■

The sensor types used in the test are selected from the database or a new sensor is
defined.
Retrieve from database.
Select as appropriate.
Click the Next button to continue.

Note: The inclinometers available are indicated in Table A.2, where INC refers to
inclinometer, followed by the inclinometer number in brackets and the wire colour i.e. G =
Green and Y = Yellow (see Fig. A.2).
■

Material option can be ignored; click Next.

■

New channels are identified and selected.
Define new channel.
Tick channel 25 - 32, followed by High-Level Card.
-

Click OK.
Select Online.
Click Next to proceed.

Note: Channels 1 - 8, 9 - 16 and 17-24 are low-level cards suitable for deflection gauges,
strain gauges and load cells.
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Each sensor must be assigned to a channel.
Select New Channel Assignement (see Fig. A.3).
Table A.2 shows that INC (1) - G is assigned to channel number 25, therefore
select the sensor from the drop-down list and tick channel 25.
Do this for each inclinometer and proceed to the final section.
Save the Project.
Table A.2 Inclinometer channel assignment

Card Number
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Inclinometer
INC(1)-G
INC(1)-Y
INC (2) - G
INC (2) - Y
INC (3)-G
INC (3)-Y

Wire Colour
Green
Yellow
Green
Yellow
Green
Yellow

-

-

-

-

In the StrainSmart window, select the Channel button (see Fig. A.4) to show the sensor type
and associated channel assignment number. Ensure that the channel assignments are correct
and that the inclinometers are ready and online.
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Fig. A.4 Channel tab selection

Prior to Zeroing and Arming the inclinometers, a supply voltage must be applied to render
the inclinometers active. In the Channel tab:
Double-click one of the inclinometer assignments.
A window will open; in the drop-down menu under Card Excitation, select lOV.
Click Apply and Close.
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Proceed to zero and arm the devices.
Note: When an inclinometer is zeroed, two warning messages appear. These warnings can be
ignored; proeeed to arming the device.
As noted, the inelinometers are aecurate to one deeimal plaee. Exeeeding one decimal place
may lead to inaccuracies when graphing results.
To ensure the inclinometers were in working order, a simple test was carried out. The
inclinometers were attached to a timber member using screws. The inclinometers were zeroed
at origin (see Fig. A.5). After zeroing the inclinometers, the timber was elevated a known
height and the subtended angle ealeulated (see Fig. A.6). The results are shown in Table A.3.

n

Pig. A.5 Timber section with inclinometers attached

n
Fig. A.6 Rotated timber section
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fable A.3 Inclinometer operation test results

INC No.

Trial 1: 1.362 degrees
Degrees

mV (no tare)

1
2
3

1.32
1.33
1.34

3051
3137
3250

INC No.

Trial 2: ^.724 degrees
Degrees

mV (no tare)

1
2
3

2.729
2.754
2.774

3002
3088
3199
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B. Appendix B - Load Cell - CBES 39793
The load cell used to determine applied loads has a working load capacity of 2 tonnes and is
currently calibrated to a digital display handset, reading kilograms. Deflections and rotations
are recorded using the data logger - System 7000. In order to ensure applied loads and
associated rotations/ deflections are recorded simultaneously, the load cell must be calibrated
to the data logger.
A four core cable connects the load cell to the handset i.e. red, blue, yellow and green
coloured wires. The load cell was disconnected by cutting the connecting cable. To form the
connection with the data logger, RJ45 Cat connectors with 8 inlet pins were used; given the
four core cable, 70 possible combinations exist.
The correct wire combination was determined using a trial and error elimination process. This
was a tedious process. Informed decisions were made to reduce the number of potential
combinations by comparison with higher capacity load cells of a similar wire colour
structure.
The correct wire combination was determined by considering the warning messages
displayed when the device was zeroed. ''Ojjscale"' warning messages indicate an incorrect
wire combination. The correct wire combination is shown in Table B.l.
Table B.l Wire combination

Pin Number
1
2
3
6

Wire Colour
Red
Blue
Yellow
Green

Calibration Procedure
For details on how to run StrainSmart see the heading Running StrainSmart in the Examples
Manual Introduction of the StrainSmart software program.
The load cell is connected directly to the data logger through any low-level card i.e. channels
1 -24.
To start, open Strainsmart and define a “New Project”.
Creating a New Project
■

Select ''New Project and enter a chosen file name i.e. load cell_setup and continue.

■

The sensor types to be used in the test are selected from the database or a new sensor
is defined.
Select New Sensor.
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Assign title to new sensor i.e. Load Cell CBES 37973.
Click the Next button to continue.
■

Material option can be ignored; click Next.

■

New channels are identified and selected.
Define New Channel.
Tick channel 1 - 8, and click OK.
Select Online.
Click Next to proceed.

■

Each sensor must be assigned to a channel.
Select New Channel Assignment.
Select the sensor from the drop-down list and tick channel 1.
Proceed to the final section.

■

Save the Project.

In the StrainSmart window, double-click the load cell sensor. A new window opens as shown
in Fig. B.l. The interpolation is retained at linear and the range is defined. Output data from
the load cell is recorded in millivolts/ volt (mV/ V). A line-graph is produced based on the
defined relationship between mV and Newtons (N).
Initially 20,000 N was set equal to 2.55 mV/V. Changes to the calibration model were
applied, saved and simple tests completed.
A second calibrated load cell was used to calibrate the load cell CBES 37973. Known loads
were applied to the load cell, the results were recorded and the percentage error calculated.
This enabled the calibration model to be refined.
Table B.2 and Table B.3 show the results of two calibration trials. Adjustment factors were
determined, providing an indication of percentage error. This enabled the mV to Newton ratio
to be refined accurately and efficiently.
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fable B.2 Load cell calibration test 1

2.55 mV/V-20000 N
Calibrated load cell
Data Logger - New load cell
CBES 37973 (N)
(N)
432
435.0
598
607.8
981
1000.0
1491
1525.5
3708
3798.0
5150
5280.0
7524
7719.0

Adjustment Factor
0.993
0.984
0.981
0.977
0.976
0.975
0.975

Table B.3 Load cell calibration test 2

2.60 mV/V - 20000 N
Data Logger - New load cell
Calibrated load cell
(N)
CBES 37973 (N)
981
980.0
1785
1792.0
2354
2369.0
2874
2890.0
3865
3884.0
4905
4928.0
7563
7615.0

Adjustment Factor
1
0.990
0.990
0.990
0.995
0.995
0.993

1 he load calibration sheet specifies a calibration value of 2.63 mV/V, therefore 2.63 mV/V
was substituted for 2.60 mV/V.
Once a new sensor type is calibrated, the sensor must be saved to the master database as
shown in Fig. B.2. On defining a new project, the sensor information can be retrieved from
the master database.
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Fig. B.2 Saving a new sensor to the master database
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D. Appendix D - Test Data Output
Refer to the CD attached to the inside of the back cover of this report. The data output and
photos for the following test are included:
4- Corbel
- Nail type A
- Nail type B
4 Splice
- Nail type B
4- Nail Strength
4 Preliminary test results
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E. Appendix E - Excel Programme
Refer to the CD attached to the inside of the back cover of this report. The Excel programme
is in the folder entitled “Excel” and contains spreadsheets for the following:
Corbel
- Nail type A
- Nail type B
Splice
- Nail type B
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F. Appendix F - LUSAS Models and Results
Refer to the CD attached to the inside of the back cover of this report. The LUSAS model and
results files for the preliminary and final models generated are attached.
4- Preliminary models
^ Final models
- Approach 1
Approach 2 - model 1
Approach 2 - model 1
Approach 2 - trial
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Introduction
Introduction
'mber is a non-homogeneous and
ithotropic material, and thus strength is
ffected by the direction of load relative to
le direction of the grain
Structural
loperties of timber vary within and
etween species, and because timber is
logical in nature it is veiy susceptible to
mations in environmental conditions,
be strength and stability of any structure
bpends on the connections holding
omponents together.
a nailed connection timber under a nail
lank shows very intricate behaviour. The
istinctiveness of a nail connection
ampared with other dowel connections
omes from the existence of a nail-holding
bice and the different failure criteria
pplicable ®.

Experimental Testing

The knowledge of the mechanical behaviour
Experimental Testing
of joints is particularly important for timber
The strength and stiffness of two connection
engineers. Two approaches in the field of
types were considered (see Fig. 1):
joint mechanics include:
■ Corbel (cantilever);
■ Experimental;
■ Splice.
■ Numerical.

Corbel Connection:
All timber sections were structural grade
C24, Sitka Spruce. The corbel coimection
consisted of two timber members (225 x 40
mm) of equal length cantilevering from a
vertical member i.e. 225 x 75 mm column
(see Fig. 2).

Research Significance
The main emphasis in this thesis was to
determine the initial stiffnesses and elastic
moment capacities of nailed timber-totimber connectioiK by experimental testing.
An elastic analysis of the nail forces, and
FEM simulation of the corbel-type
connection were carried out.
The ability of the FE model to simulate the
actual behaviour was investigated by
comparison with experimental results.

■ttt

Fig. 1 Connection test setup (a) corbel, and (b) splice

Fig. 2 Joint geometry and sensor setup
Table 1 Geometries of corbel type connection

Common wire nails were used for all tests
carried out. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the joint
geometry and test configurations. Three
different nail configurations were tested.
The joint geometries have been summarised
in Table 1 and Table 2.

Experimental Testing and E.E. Modelling
Splice Connection:
A 1175 mm timber section was spliced to
two 600 mm sections as shown in Fig. 3; it
was formed using 225 x 40 mm. Grade C24
Sitka Spruce. The nail layout was staggered
{ b avoid overlapping nails contacting.

Fig. 3 Test and sensor setup
Table 2 Geometries of splice type connection

Eurocode 5 & Elastic Analysis

Finite Element Modelling

When a shear force is applied at an
eccentricity to the centroid of a nail group,
the effects on the nail group must be
considered. The force distribution is
determined using an elastic analysis.

The corbel was modelled using the finite
element program LUSAS. The modelling
process was divided into a number sections
for nail configuration Ref No. 4.
Material Input Parameters: Timber material
properties used are outlined in Table 3.

The force components of a connection are
shown in Fig. 4 The translation force, F, is
found by dividing the applied load P by the
number of nails. Fig. 5 shows the nail
reaction forces due to the rotational forces,
which are proportional to distance from the
centroid of the nail group and is
perpendicular to their radial line from the
centroid.

Fig. 5 Rotational reactions

Fj. is resolved into its component forces, and
the vector forces added to the translational
forces Fg. The vector forces are combined to
determine the resultant force, Ff/^i(see Eq.
1)FsAa =

+ fr^ + 2F,FrCosO

Eq. 1 Result ant force in a nail

F.E. Modelling
Structure of Model: The connection
modelled for this analysis consists of five
different parts as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Contact Description: Three models were
generated to simulate contact behaviour i.e.
nail-timber (n/t) and timber-timber (t/t)
interaction.

Approach 2 (MI): Frictional slidelines were
used for the XJX interaction and joint
elements used to define the n/t interaction.

(■)
^
(b)
Fig. 7 (a) Parts 3 & 4 - wooden rings, (b) Part 5 - nail

10890
468.27

Er

849.42

Gy
0.
Gy
Vy

664.29
32.67
696.96
0.467
0.245
0.372

LUSAS hwtos (MPa)
TEN/COMP YUldStnss
(tamential. t direciion)
TENJCC^. YieUStnsa
(lomiifudinaL 1 direction)
TENJCOMP. YieldStreas
frofSal. r dirvetioni
Shear Yield Stress (tl)
Shear Yield Stress dr)
Shear Yield Stress (tr)
Initial Uniaxial YieldStress

6.27
33
6.27
7.24
7.24
7.24
33

The Steel used for the nails in the analysis has
a Modulus of Elasticity of E, = 210,000 MPa,
a Poisson’s ratio of v, = 0.3, and a
characteristic yield strength of^ = 861 MPa.

Results and Conclusion

Approach 1: Frictional slidelines were used
for both contact surfaces.

(«)
(b)
Fig. 6 (a) Part 1 — column, (b) Part 2 - beam

E,

Vy

The applied load, P is calculated by letting
Fnail equal to the load carrying capacity of a
nail in single shear calculated using
Expression 8,6 in EC5.

Fig. 4 Force components

Table 3 Material definition - timber

Approach 2 (M2): Joint elements were used
for both contact surfaces.
Boundary Conditions: Two types were
considered, those due to symmetry and
those due to applied loads. By considering
symmetry only half the connection needed
to be modelled.

Results and Conclusion
The tests show the effect that different nail
configurations have on the initial stifihess
of a joint (see Table 4 and Table 5).
Table 4 loitiai Stifhiess and moment capacity (corbel)
Ret
No.

Initial
Sttfhess

1
2
3
4
5
4

8.0
t!j6
1X6
4.9
8.0
9.1

EC5EJastk
LMI
(fartaml)
(Naq
658
8S0
1054
481
622
771

ECS-Ebstk
LMt
(unfKtorcd)

Teft
EbBtk
Mommt

Maxiiimi
Teat Moment

<"■»
856
1105
1370
626
808
1002

(1^
550
750
825
475
625
775

(KU)
1315
1918
2238
1108
1388
1835

Table 5 Initial Stiffness and moment capacity (splice)
ECS-Elu«k
Limit
(fartored)

ECS—Eliftic
I/tadt
(Mnfacttwwi)
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The test results indicate that on average:
■ The initial yield point is approximately
40% of the ultimate moment capacity.
■ For nail type A, the unfactored EC5
elastic limit is 1.56 * (test elastic limit).
■ For nail type B, the unfactored EC5
elastic limit is 1.30 * (test elastic limit).

Fig. 8 Comparison of load-displacement curves

The results of the FE models generated and
cormection Ref No. 4 are presented using
load-displacement curves as shown in Fig.
8. It is evident that the models - Approach 2
best represents the test behaviour.
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Abstract—^This paper sets out to assess the stiffness of nailed
corbel timber-to-timber connections, and presents the results of
physical testing undertaken using moment-rotation curves. The
Eurocode Elastic Limit for the nail configurations tested is also
presented.
Three dimensional models were developed accounting for
fastener-timber and timber-timber interaction. The finite
element software package LUSAS VI 4.7 was used to model the
connection and the results obtained were compared with the
experimental tests.
Keywords - timber; nail; connection; FE-model

I.

Introduction

Timber is a non-homogeneous and orthotropic material, and
thus strength is affected by the direction of load relative to the
direction of the grain
Structural properties of timber vary
within and between species, and because timber is biological
in nature it is very susceptible to variations in environmental
conditions.
The strength and stability of any structure depends on the
connections holding components together, whether fastened
using nails or bolts or glue. The focus of this study was on
nailed timber-to-timber connetions.
In a nailed connection, timber under a nail shank shows very
intricate behaviour. In contrast to other dowel-type
connections, the complexity associated with nailed
connections comes from the existence of a nail-holding force
and the different failure criterion applicable
On driving a
nail into timber, the timber fibres are displaced by the nail.
The movement of these fibres is restricted by the surrounding
timber causing compressive normal stresses to develop at the
nail-timber interface. Such stresses produce the high initial
stiffness of nailed connections counteracting pointside
withdrawal of a nail. When an external load is applied,
withdrawal resistance induces tension in the nail resulting in a
pre-tensioning effect on the timber. Friction generated
between members is caused by nail tensioning, further adding
to the initial stiffness of nailed connections.
The knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of joints is
particularly important for timber engineers. Two approaches in
the field ofjoint mechanics include:
■ Experimental;
■ Numerical.

Different nail configurations, nail diameters and shaft lengths
were considered. The tests show the effect that different nail
configurations have on the initial stiffness of the joint.
An elastic analysis of the nail forces and Eurocode 5 (EN
1995-1-1) were used to calculate the elastic moment capacity
for each test carried out.
An Excel spreadsheet was used to complete the analysis that
accounted for load durtaion, which is an important
consideration in timber design and testing. In design, it is
accounted for using a modification factor, k^od- BS EN
26891:1991 was used to determine the loading sequence to
ensure comparitability of results with those of other
investigations carried out.
Preliminary modelling of a nailed timber-to-timber corbel-type
connection was also undertaken. The complex interaction at
the timber-to-timber and nail-to-timber interface should be
considered in the FE models generated.
The ability of the model to simulate the actual behaviour was
investigated by comparing the models with experimental
results.
II.

Experimental Testing

A. Test Setup
This part of the study presents results of a typical experimental
program that included eighteen tests in total, performed in
accordance with BS EN 26891:1991. Fig. 1 shows the joint
geometry and test configuration. Three different nail
configurations were tested. The joint geometries have been
summarised in Table 1.
The connection consists of two timber members (225 x 40
mm) of equal length cantilevering from a vertical member i.e.
225 X 75 mm column (see Fig. 1 (a)). All timber sections are
structural grade C24, Sitka Spruce. The moisture content of
the timber used for testing varied from 14 % to 20 %.
As outlined in Table 1, the corbel tests were completed using
100 mm and 75 mm nail shaft lengths. The nail diameters also
differed. For the purposes of identification, the 100 mm nails
were denoted “nail type A ” and the 75 mm nails denoted “nail
type B”.

(a)
Fig. 1 Geometry of timber-to-timber joints and nail configuration

deflection gauges and inclinometers enabled the identification
of variations between test results.
The results recorded for both inclinometers and deflection
gauges were broadly similar; thus only inclinometer 1 results
are presented here. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the
combined moment-rotation curves for nail type A; Fig. 6, Fig.
7 and Fig. 8 show the combined moment-rotation curves for
nail type A.
The initial stiffness of each connection was plotted using a
trendline and the slope calculated. The light grey line
represents the initial stiffness for each connection. Based on
the Excel spreadsheet developed, the equivalent Eurocode
elastic moment capacities (factored and unfactored) for the
specified nail configuration, represented by the dashed red and

A load cell, inclinometers and displacement transducers were
mounted to record digital values of load, rotations and
displacements. Fig. 2 shows the sensor layout, similar for each
test undertaken.
Table 1 Geometries of the timber-to-timber joints (mm)
Nail
CoafieuratioB
Ref.
Layout
No.

Nail Spacing - cantilever
member

Nail Size
0h

0.

L.

ai

8.83

4.52

100

125

83

»4

125

50

50

1

2x2

2

2x3

8.83

4.52

100

62.5

125

50

50

3

3x3

8.83

4.52

100

62.5

62.5

50

50

4

2x2

8.23

4.02

75

125

125

50

50

5

2x3

8.23

4.02

75

62.5

125

50

50

6

3x3

8.23

4.02

75

62.5

62.5

50

50

Fig. 3 Moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 2 x 2 configuration)

Note:
0s is the head diameter
0s is the shaft diameter
Ls is the shaft length

Fig. 4 Moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 3 x 2 configuration)

Fig. 2 Sensor layout - corbel connection

B. Experimental Results - Moment-Rotation Curves

For each of the nail layouts tested, the applied moment was
plotted against the rotations measured on inclinometer 1 and
inclinometer 2 and calculated from the deflections measured in
deflection gauge 1 and deflection gauge 2. The use of both

Fig. 5 Moment-rotation curve (nail type A, 3 x 3 configuration)

Table 2 Initial stiffness and EC 5 moment capacities

Ref. No.

1

Fig. 6 Moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 2 x 2 configuration)

(2x2, nail A)

Initial
Stiffness

ECS
(factored)

ECS
(unfactored)

Test
Elastic
Moment

Max
Test
Moment

(kNni/°)

(Nm)

(Nm)

(Nm)

(Nm)

8.0

658

856

550

1315

2 (3x2, nail A)

11.6

850

1105

750

1918

3 (3x3, nail A)

12.6

1054

1370

825

2238

4 (2x2, nail B)

4.9

481

626

475

1108

5 (3x2, nail B)

8.0

622

808

625

1388

6 (3x3, nail B)

9.1

771

1002

775

1835

Table 2 also shows the test elastic moment and the maximum
test moment recorded. For each nail configuration, the test
elastic moment was between 37 % and 45 % of the maximum
test moment. The Eurocode 5 elastic limit (both factored and
unfactored) is also presented. For nail type A, the factored
elastic limit marginally overestimates the test elastic moment.
The best-fit moment-rotation curves were generated as shown
in Fig. 9 for the corbel connection.
The elastic moment capacity of each connection occurred at a
net rotation approximately equal to 0.6 ° (see Fig. 9)
regardless of the number of nails, nail configuration and nail
geometric properties.

Fig. 7 Moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 3 x 2 configuration)

Rotation (deg)

Fig. 9 Combined moment-rotation curves for the corbel
connections
Fig. 8 Moment-rotation curve (nail type B, 3 x 3 configuration)

As stated, three tests were undertaken per nail configuration.
Considering the inherent variability of timber, the results
within nail configurations show good agreement (see Fig. 3 to
Fig. 8).
An important part of this analysis was the determination of the
initial stiffness of the connection types tested. The difference
in moment-rotation curves was also assessed.
Table 2 shows the initial stiffiiesses based on test data and
elastic moment capacities determined by hand calculation for
each corbel-type connection considered. As expected the
initial stiffnesses and resultant moment capacities were lower
for nail type B (75 mm nails) than for nail type A (100 mm
nails).

C. Additional Testing
1) Nail Strength
Destructive tests were carried out on three 100 mm common
wire nails, to determine their characteristic strength.
The results of the test are shown in Fig. 10. A maximum load
of 13,815 N was recorded at failure. This equates to a tensile
capacity of 861 MPa for a nail diameter of 4.52 mm.

v*»

U

’38*5

Ft was resolved into its component forces, and the vector
forces added to the translational forces, Fg. The vector forces
were added to determine the resultant force, Fnail{^^^ Eq. 1).
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Eq. 1 Resultant force in a nail

Fig. 10 Load-extension curve for nail type A

2) Determination of Friction Coefficient
A test was carried out to determine the friction coefficient (p)
for the contacting timber members; an average value of // =
0.55 was obtained.
III.

The allowable load, P was calculated by letting Fj^ail equal to
the allowable load carrying capacity of a nail in single shear
calculated using the Expression 8.6 in Eurocode 5.

IV. Preliminary Finite Element Modelling

Prediction of the Elastic Moment Capacity

When a shear force is applied at an eccentricity to the centroid
of a nail group, the effects on the nail group must be
considered. The force distribution was determined on the basis
of an elastic analysis.
The force components of a connection are shown in Fig. 11.
The translation force,
was found by dividing the applied
load, P by the number of nails. Fig. 12 shows the nail reaction
forces due to the rotational forces.

+
Fig. 11 Force components

The rotational force, Fj requires the use of an elastic torsion
equation, based on the assumptions that:
■ The stress in each nail is proportional to its distance
from the centre of gravity of the nail group.
■ The nail reaction forces are perpendicular to their
radial line from the centre of gravity of the nail
group. The reaction forces are then broken up into
their horizontal and vertical components so that they
can be vectorally added to the results of the
translational computations.

A. Structure ofModel
Preliminary work on modelling has been undertaken. The
modelling process is graphical and divided into a number of
sub-sections. In the following, the structure of the model is
described. The sub-sections are as follows:
Model Build Up;
Contact Definition;
Material Properties;
Assembly;
Load;
Mesh.
1) Model Build Up
The connection modelled for this analysis consisted of five
different parts. Parts 1 to 5 comprise solid elements that create
the corbel connection. Each component was first modelled in
the x-y plane using a coordinate system. Attributes were
assigned, and then the planes were extruded in the z-direction
to the required thickness.
In Parts 1 and 2, which are the column and beam components
shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, holes have been made for the
wooden rings twice the diameter of the nails.
The wooden rings are constructed from a cylinder fitting the
holes generated in Parts 1 and 2. A hole through the cylinder
was defined to facilitate the nail. Only one component was
modelled and three additional copies were made for the
connection considered. Attributes assigned to the wooden
rings for the column and beam section differ. The wooden
rings are shown in Fig. 15.
The nail was modelled as a solid element similar to a dowel.
To reduce mesh density and slideline assignments, the nail
head was not modelled. The nail is denoted as Part 5, and as
for the wooden rings only one was modelled and later copied.
The nail is shown in Fig. 16.

due to the loads. By considering symmetry only half the
cantilever member and column were modelled, since the nails
lengths were less than or equal to half the column thickness
C. Material Modelling

Fig. 13 Part 1 - Half of the column

1) Steel
The steel used for the nails in the analysis has a Modulus of
Elasticity of Eg = 210,000 MPa, a Poisson’s ratio of = 0.3,
and a characteristic yield strength of= 861 MPa.
A bi-linear stress-strain curve was used to define the steel
fasteners.
2) Timber
Timber is an orthotropic material with different material
properties in three perpendicular directions - longitudinal, /,
radial, r, and tangential, t - as shown in Fig. 17. The timber
used was Sitka Spruce, Grade C24. When calculating the load
carrying capacities of the nails, the strength parameters are
based on structural strength class C24, with a density of pk =
420 kg/ m^. The design strength parameters are determined in
accordance with Table 1 of BS EN 338: 2003

Fig. 17 Three orthotropic material directions
Fig. 14 Part 2 - 225 x 40 mm cantilever beam

Table 3 and Table 4 indicate the values of Young’s Modulus,
E, Poisson’s ratio, v, and Shear Modulus, G, as inputted into
the LUSAS software package. Due to the orthotropic
behaviour of timber, the stiffness parameters shown in Table 3
and Table 4 vary for each of the three directions. Radial and
tangential directions are interchangeable.
Given that the beam orientation was perpendicular to the
column, different properties were assigned to the beam and
column.
Fig. 15 Parts 3 and 4 - Beam and column wooden rings that are
placed in the holes of Parts 1 and 2

Fig. 16 Part 5 - One of the common wire nails

B. Meshing and Boundary Conditions
Typically, dowel type connections are three dimensional
problems. Thus, in this study, a 3D-FEM model was
developed using the LUSAS software package. Two materials
(timber and steel) were modelled using 8-noded hexahedral
elements. Two types of external boundary conditions were
considered: those due to symmetrical considerations and those

Table 3 Stiffness properties of timber (beam)
(see Fig. 17/

LUSAS Input

El

Er

10890

Units
MPa

E,

468.27

MPa

Er

Ey
Er

849.42

MPa

Gu

Gxy

664.29

MPa

G,r
Gir

Gyr

32.67

MPa

Grr

696.96

MPa

V/,

Vry

0.467

V,r

V

0.245

Vlr

Vxz

0.372

Table 3 and Table 4 show the values of Young’s Modulus El, Er and Ef. Ei is obtained from Table 1 of BS EN 338:
2003 and research by Green et al.
Er and Ej were
determined using the elastic ratios specified in Table 5
obtained from research by Green et al.

Table 4 Stiffness properties of timber (column)

Table 6 Hill failure criterion specified

(see Fig. 17)

LUSAS Input

Units

LUSAS Input

E,

Er

468.27

MPa

E,

Ey
Er
Gxy
Gyr

10890

MPa

849.42

MPa

664.29

MPa

696.96

MPa

TEN/ COMP Yield Stress (tangential, t
direction)
TEN./ COMP. Yield Stress (longitudinal, 1
direction)
TEN./ COMP. Yield Stress (radial, r
direction)

G,r
v,l

Grr

32.67

MPa

V(r

Vy.

0.372

V,r

Va

0.245

Er
G,i
Glr

0.025

Table 5 Elastic ratios for sitka spruce (5)
Sitka Spruce

Bt/El
0.043

Er/El
0.078

Glr/El
0.064

Glt/El
0.061

Grt/El
0.003

El
10890

Et
468.27

Er
849.42

Glr
696.96

Glt
664.29

Grt
32.67

Poisson’s ratio is the ratio of transverse to axial strain and is
denoted by Vir, Vri, Vrt, Vrl, vrt, and Vrr. The first letter of the
subscript refers to the direction of applied stress and the
second letter to the direction of lateral deformation.
The modulus of rigidity, also called the shear modulus,
indicates the resistance to deformation caused by shear
stresses
The three moduli of rigidity, denoted by Grr, Git
and Grt are the elastic constants in the LR, LT and RT planes.
For example, Glr is the modulus of rigidity based on shear
strain in the LR plane and shear stresses in the LT and RT
planes
The values of Gir, Grt and Grt are determined
using the ratios of shear modulus to Young’s Modulus
presented in Table 5.
The timber was modelled as an orthotropic material with
linear elastic-plastic behaviour with the yield surface defined
using the Hill failure criterion, which is a generalised version
of the von Mises yield criterion that accounts for the
anisotropy of the material
Dias et al present a relationship between yield stresses used
to define the Hill failure criterion and also indicate that the
equivalent yielding strength of spruce is 33 MPa. The ratio
between the yielding strengths and the equivalent yielding
strength are defined according to Eq. 2
UQ

Ugo

— = 1; — = 0.19;
a
a

Units
6.27

MPa

33

MPa

6.27

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (tl)

7.24

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (Ir)

7.24

MPa

Shear Yield Stress (tr)

7.24

MPa

Initial Uniaxial Yield Stress

33

MPa

D. Contact Description
Three different models were generated to determine the
optimum method of modelling the timber-timber and nailtimber interaction. The models were entitled:
■ Approach 1,
■

Approach 2 - model 1,

■

Approach 2 - model 2.

1) Approach 1
In the interaction segment of the modelling process, the
contact behaviour between the surfaces was defined. For
Approach 1 the interaction between different members was
modelled using frictional slidelines. Slidelines are used to
model contact and impact problems, and to tie together
dissimilar meshes. Slideline properties are defined in a
slideline attribute, which is assigned to each side of the
contacting bodies using a master and slave assignment
The friction coefficient between the fasteners and the timber
was set equal to 0.65; the timber-to-timber friction coefficient
was set equal to 0.55.
2) Approach 2 - model 1
The interaction between the nail and timber was defined using
joint elements with three translational degrees of freedom.
Joint elements are used to connect two or more nodes by
springs, with translational and rotational stiffnesses

V3(T„
— = 0.38

a

Eq. 2 Relationship between yield strength for Hill failure
criterion

o is the equivalent yielding stress for isotropic
behaviour,
oq is the yielding strength in the direction parallel to
the grain,
ffpo is the yielding strength in the direction
perpendicular to the grain,
ffv is the yield shear strength.
The values used to describe the timber failure are shown in
Table 6 and were based on an equivalent yield strength equal
to 33 MPa.

where,

Bcmi: Timber crmtIuBg

Fig. 18 Infinite stiffness assignments in the xy plane

Firstly, independent joint elements were assigned to the
column and beam members. Within each member, two types
of joint material properties were designated, depending on the
expected deformed shape of the nail and nail hole.

As the load P is applied the beam rotates, causing the nails to
deform. The deformation of the nails causes crushing of the
timber over a given surface area, while the nail separates from
the timber at other contact surfaces. The red arc (quadrant) in
Fig. 18 highlights the expected crush zone of the beam
component for the given nail configuration. Therefore the
springs defining the interaction between the nail and timber
were assigned an infinite stiffhess in the x and y directions
along the red arc. This ensured that the specified nail surface
remained in contact with the opposing wooden rings
throughout the analysis. The three remaining quadrants were
assigned a low stiffiiess of 0.2 N/ mm/ mm^, allowing the nail
to pull away from the timber enabling bending of the nail to
occur.
The green arc in Fig. 18 shows the expected zone of crushing
in the column where infinitely stiff springs (x and y directions)
were assigned. Aside from enabling nail bending to occur, this
also ensured that the nail did not penetrate the timber. The
remaining quadrants were assigned a similar stiffness to the
equivalent interface surfaces of the beam.
Stiffiiess in the z-direction i.e. out of plane was relatively low,
allowing withdrawal to occur once the withdrawal resistance
of a nail defined by the spring stiffhess was exceeded.
The timber-to-timber interface was defined using friction
slidelines as for the preceding model with // = 0.55.
3) Approach 2 - model 2
Joint elements were used to define both nail-to-timber and
timber-to-timber interaction. The joint elements used to define
the contact behaviour between the nail and timber were the
same as for Approach 2 - model 1.
A 3 mm gap was defined between adjacent timber members.
The purpose of the gap was to enable the nail to bend and
capture the failure of the connection. The model used spring
elements with three translational degrees of freedom, similar
to the nail-timber interaction defined. Stiffhess parameters
assigned in the x and y directions were 0.01 N/ mm/ mm^. The
joint elements assigned were used to model the effect of
friction at the timber interface.
V.

Numerical Results and analysis

To calibrate the FE model generated, load-displacement
curves were plotted (see Fig. 19). The data set for connection
Ref. No. 4 was plotted and the results of the numerical
analysis superimposed.
A. Approach 1
The curve for the numerical analysis shows signs of non
linearity; this is primarily due to the timber crushing. The
numerical simulation underestimates the initial stiffhess of the
connection.
The compressive stresses on the nail shaft were not taken into
account using slidelines. A limited nail-holding force and the
resultant nail-tensioning effect at the timber interface have
caused the poor representation of initial stiffiiess.

Approach 1. The elastic limit of the connection was
overestimated.
C. Approach 2 - model 2
The numerical model underestimated the initial stiffhess of the
connection similar to Approach 1; however, the Approach 2 model 2 load-displacement curve was a better representation
of the connection failure than previous models generated. The
elastic limit of the connection was overestimated.
4000
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Fig. 19 Load-displacement curve - FE models
D. Summary of Numerical Study
It is evident that the models in Approach 2 best represent the
tests undertaken. Model 1 provides a good representation of
initial stiffhess, while model 2 overestimates the capacity of
the connection; it produces a similar representation of
connection stiffiiess to the test.
The main factor affecting FE model Approach 1 was the
failure of the slideline attribute to simulate the nail-to-timber
interaction. The nail-holding force, exerted by the compressive
normal stresses from the displaced timber fibres were not
taken into account.
The 3 mm gap between adjacent members for Approach 2 model 2 was the cause of the reduced initial stiffhess. Model 2
gave a good representation of the ultimate failure of the
connection.
Springs stiffnesses were assigned based on the deformed
shape of FE model Approach 1 and the theoretical distribution
of nail forces i.e. user defined specification of restraint
conditions at the nail-timber interface.
An automatic approach using elasto-plastic (tension and
compression unequal) joint elements is proposed. This will
enable the specification of initial spring stiffnesses and tension
and compression yield stresses beyond which the spring
stiffnesses will change to a user-defined value. The model will
automatically identify between areas of compression and
tension.
VI.

Conclusion and Recommendations

B. Approach 2 - model 1

A. Experimental Testing

The numerical model underestimates the initial stiffhess of the
connection; however, the Approach 2 load-displacement curve
was a better representation of initial stiffhess than that of

The physical testing undertaken has shown the influence of
nail configuration on a connection’s initial stiffhess, and
elastic and ultimate moment capacities. Increasing shaft length
and nail diameter increases a connection’s initial stiffiiess and

subsequent moment capacity. The test results indicate an
initial yield point, which is on average approximately 40 % of
the ultimate moment capacity of each connection tested.
Based on Eurocode 5 and an elastic analysis of nail forces
undertaken, the factored and unfactored elastic moment
capacities of the nail configurations tested were determined.
Typically, the factored elastic moment capacity calculated for
each connection was in good agreement with the test initial
yield point at which rotation starts to increase significantly.
■ For nail type A, the unfactored ECS elastic limit is on
average 1.56 * (test elastic limit).
■ For nail type B, the unfactored ECS elastic limit is
1.30 * (test elastic limit).
B. FE Modelling
The proposed FE models show the capacity to describe the
behaviour of timber-to-timber joints made with nail fasteners
using LUSAS. The load-deflection curves obtained from the
testing undertaken were used to validate the finite element
models generated. Three models were generated using
different techniques to define the nail-to-timber and timber-totimber interaction. The ability of the models to simulate the
actual behaviour was investigated by comparing the models
with experimental results. Approach 2 - model 1 best
represents the desired load-displacement curve for connection
Ref No. 4. The intricate behaviour at the nail-to-timber
interface was best modelled using joint elements to simulate
the nail-holding force. Observations suggest that the most
appropriate method of modelling initial stiffness is through the
use of frictional slidelines at the timber-to-timber interface.
C Recommendations
Future research should expand on present research,
considering:
■ Accurate definition of the nail-to-timber contact
behaviour;

■

■
■
■

Timber failure definition using the Hill failure
criterion in which it is proposed that failure
parameters be determined by testing;
Effect of a nail-holding force and nail-tensioning on a
connection’s initial stiffness;
Further development of the LUSAS model
incorporating additional joint arrangements;
Assessment of the influence of using fi'acture
mechanics and damage evolution on the ability of a
model to simulate the mechanical behaviour of a
given connection.
VII.
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